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We've had another half of the year of reporting at Farmers Review Africa and
I'm so grateful for the outstanding work as we look forward to the rest of the
year.
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is year will certainly ask of all farmers to remain positive, be on the lookout for opportunities and take advantage of them. ere is a future in
agriculture for all of us.

SENSETIME, THE NEXT GENERATION OF
COW MONITORING AND INTELLIGENCE.
P68

Randy Kuhn of Kuhn Family Farm
with his well-contained beefalo
herd in Bradford County,
Photo courtesy of Kuhn Family Farm.

As the weather is turning warmer and the farmers are reviewing their harvest
from last year, here in Southern Africa, let's look forward to another
productive season.
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Nigeria has inaugurated a new fertiliser plant in Port Harcourt. e plant is
expected to transform Nigeria's goal to achieve green revolution in the
agriculture sector and support farmers by providing fertiliser product at low
prices.
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News

Côte d'Ivoire

Women in Agriculture
Must Be Facilitated
Today's technological advances and innovations in agriculture should touch Both government and civil societies have a role in seeing this happen."
every aspects of women's lives in order for them to have the desired impact on
African societies.

On top of that, the majority of women in rural Africa are locked in

is was deliberated on September 5 at the 7th African Green Revolution traditional farming, and yet they have a dire responsibility of feeding and
Summit in Abidjan, Côte d'Ivoire.

taking care of their families, according to Tako Ndiaye, Senior Gender
Oﬃcer at the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

In a session on "Women in Agriculture", leaders in politics, business and civil Regional Oﬃce for Africa.
society discussed how challenges to women in agriculture can be overcome
and how young women can be facilitated to join the sector.

"African women in agriculture represent 52 percent of the total population
in the sector and are responsible. ey spend 40 billion hours looking for

Fatimata Dia Sow, the Commissioner for Social Aﬀairs and Gender at the water and account for over half of the agricultural labour on farms in SubEconomic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Commission, Saharan Africa," she said.
noted that women in Africa continued to be denied access to land by some
national laws and cultures, which has hindered their ability to own and "is indicates that if women are facilitated beyond the current level, they
implement agricultural transformation innovations.

will upli the agriculture sector of this continent and contribute
signi cantly to their countries' economies."

"Agriculture transformation on the continent is still hindered by backward According to the African Development Bank (AfDB), women across the
practices that hinder women from owning land and deciding what they do on continent need more access to nance and nancial services, because
it," she said.

African women farmers experience greater constraints than their male

"is must change in order to meet the urgent food demands in Africa. counterparts.
Women need to get access to productivity tools and to be owners of land.
At a previous session, Vanessa Moungar, the Director for Gender, Women
and Civil Society at AfDB, noted that there is need to enable women in
agriculture to overcome a general lack of necessary management skills and
absorptive capacities required to pro tably utilize available nancial and
productive resources.
"Increasing the use of technology and fertilizers by women is now a critical
priority for narrowing the gender gap in agricultural productivity,
particularly Sub-Saharan Africa," she said.
"e Bank is committed towards developing women's technical and
entrepreneurial skills, which will go a long way in ensuring the continent's
food security, especially in the context of the dynamic agricultural trade
and unpredictable long-term eﬀects of climate change."
Women produce between 60 to 80 percent of the continent's food,
according to the FAO.
e African Development Bank has developed speci c programs designed
to help women in agriculture over the years.
For example, in April 2017, the International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD) sought the African Development Bank's nancial
support to implement the Northern Rural Growth Programme (NRGP) in
Ghana at a cost of US $92.79 million.
e programme was designed to empower women and promote equitable
and sustainable reduction of poverty and food insecurity among rural
households in Northern Ghana.

www.agriasia.in

News

Mozambique

Nigeria

Nigeria plans to boost local
fish production

New study raises the voices of
small farmers in Mozambique

A research report released 3 August tells the story of small farmers in Nigerian government has announced that it will stop issuing sh
Mozambique who are adversely impacted by large-scale, foreign agricultural importation quota to the importers, aiming to boost up the local sh
investments - and the alternative, ecumenical vision of life-giving production.
agriculture.
In a meeting with the Ijebu Development Initiative on Poverty Reduction
e “Financialisation of Food Research Report,” sponsored by the World (IDIPR) in Abuja, Heineken Lokpobiri, the minister of State for
Council of Churches (WCC) and Bread for all, was released at an event in Agriculture and Rural Development, con rmed the report.
Maputo, Mozambique organised by the Economic Justice Network of the
Fellowship of Christian Councils in Southern Africa, Council of Churches in In a statement to the Premium Times, Lokpobiri said that the quota
Mozambique and WCC.

limitation is expected to help in increasing local production of sh and
other agricultural aspects in Nigeria.

ose gathered - including small-scale farmers, community leaders,
members of the media, government representatives and faith-based With the country facing a current sh de cit of more than two million
organisations - hoped to create an environment in which ideas on how to tonnes, the Nigerian government has urged citizens to invest more in
respond to practices of

nancialisation of food and land-grabs in boosting local sh production to create employment opportunities in the

Mozambique could be shared.

sector.

Farmers were able to explain, through personal stories, how they are aﬀected Reporting to the source, Lokpobiri said, “We realised that sh import is
by the Pro-Savana Project, a programme to increase crop output by bringing no more sustainable and what we did was to encourage those that import
in large-scale agribusinesses that are displacing traditional farming it to think of the backward integration by reducing the quota year by
populations.

year.”

Community members from Manhiça in southern Mozambique informed “We want everybody to set up their sh farms, employ our people and
those gathered that they have no title deeds to con rm ownership of their create jobs for our people,” he added.
land. Many have been staying on the land for most of their lives for
generations, and now they are consistently denied their livelihoods and right e sh production in Nigeria has increased to about 1.2mn tonnes from
to farm.

700,000 tonnes in last two years, said the minister.

A woman farmer who is in her 60s was jailed and kicked by the police for Lokpobiri encouraged other states in the country to follow and abide by
expressing anger on being denied ownership of her land. Sadly, farmers who the Nigerian government's initiative for agricultural development. He
have been occupying and cultivating the land are not consulted or informed further added that the government has planned to commission the sh
about new ownership arrangements.

feed mill near Eriwe village farm in Ijebu community of Ogun.

Many farmers expressed sadness in how their government is treating them e decision of the Nigerian government can possibly cause the central
when it comes to land ownership in Mozambique. Another woman farmer banks of the country to face temporary shortfall of foreign currencies,
lamented that the government is turning against them in favour of investors particularly the US dollars. According to the industry experts, Nigeria
who are grabbing land. Interests of foreign investors that come to may continue to impose restrictions on import to manage the situation.
Mozambique under a pretext of promoting foreign direct investments on the
land trump those of local people.
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Nigeria

Nigeria inaugurates
new fertiliser plant
in Port Harcourt
Yemi Osinbajo, acting president of Nigeria inaugurated the new US$1.5bn
fertiliser plant in Port Harcourt, which was built by Indorama Eleme
Fertilizer and Chemicals Limited (IEFCL) in Nigeria
e plant is expected to transform Nigeria's goal to achieve green
revolution in the agriculture sector and support farmers by providing
fertiliser product at low prices. (Image source: IEFCL)
In a statement to the Premium Times, Laolu Akande, senior special
assistant to the acting president on media and publicity, said that the plant
is one of world's largest single-train urea plants, with a production capacity
o f a r o u n d 1 . 5 m n m e t r i c t o n n e s o f Ur e a f e r t i l i s e r.
“e plant has a production capacity of 4000 metric tonnes of nitrogenous
fertiliser per day or 1.5 metric tonnes per annum,” he added.
Akande explained that the new fertiliser plant aims to support Nigeria's
goal to achieve green revolution in the agriculture sector in the country as
well as other parts of Africa.
e fertiliser plant also includes one port terminal at the nearby Onne Port
Complex and a 83.5km gas pipeline for gas supply.
In line of the economic diversi cation policy of the Buhari administration
to encourage rapid diversi cation of the Nigerian economy by boosting the
country's agricultural and mining sector, the new plant is expected to make
fertiliser available to the farmers nationwide at an aﬀordable cost.
Furthermore, the plant also focuses on increasing crop yield for farmers to
help in minimising food grain de cit in Nigeria.
IEFCL is one of the leading urea fertiliser manufacturer in Nigeria and SubSaharan Africa. e company aims to support Nigeria's agricultural sector
by supplying fertilisers for local farmers. IEFCL also exports urea to West

www.joostecylinders.com

and Southern African countries as well as other international market places
including North America, South America and Europe.
e company was privatised in 2006 aer the federal government sells its 75
per cent stakes to a private investor in a bidding process.
July - August 2017
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South Africa

Second outbreak of
Avian Influenza on
another Astral poultry
breeding farm
Astral Foods Limited (Astral), a leading

cases of H5N8 infection on 31 July 2017 in the

evidenced by its con rmed presence across these

Southern African integrated poultry producer,

Lekwa Local Municipality (Standerton district),

provinces.

reported an outbreak of Highly Pathogenic

where the virus has been detected in wild bird

Government to regulate the use of vaccination

Avian In uenza (HPAI) H5N8 in June 2017

populations and “backyard” chickens. It is well

programmes against the virus.

aﬀecting one of its poultry breeding farms in

known that a number of large commercial

commercial vaccines have been developed for use

Villiers.

Despite extreme measures taken to

poultry operations exist in the area, so the

in preventative vaccination programmes against

reduce the risk of any further infections on any

presence of this virus in the region presents a

HPAI, and these vaccines have successfully been

other Astral farms, a second outbreak of H5N8

serious threat to these operations.

Not

applied in a number of countries around the

has been isolated and con rmed on 1 August

including the new outbreak on the Welbedacht

world such as Egypt, Jordan, Iraq, Mexico, India,

2017 on an Astral poultry breeding facility

breeding farm, the total number of outbreaks

Bangladesh, Pakistan and Vietnam, to name a few.

known as Welbedacht, situated on the banks of

oﬃcially con rmed to date by DAFF stands at

e protection of high value breeding stock in

the Grootdraai dam just outside Standerton in

ten, with four of these outbreaks reported in

South Africa is imperative in order to curb against

Mpumalanga. is new outbreak is completely

commercial poultry, three outbreaks in wild

large scale nancial losses in the local poultry

unrelated to the Villiers incident.

birds, one outbreak in captive hobby birds and

industry, to ensure food security and to curb job

two outbreaks in backyard poultry”.

losses as a result of production capacity losses in

e Welbedacht farm is similar in size to the

Astral is actively engaging with

Globally,

this industry.”

Villiers farm, and contains 48 poultry sheds. At

In the short term, this second outbreak of H5N8

this juncture the impact has been limited to only

will not have any impact on broiler supply to

Chris Schutte, Astral's CEO, concludes: “We trust

one poultry shed on the farm, and this outbreak

Astral's poultry processing plants or the supply

that Government and the relevant authorities will

is being managed with extreme care and

of chicken to the market. All eﬀorts are being

act swily and diligently with their approval to use

diligence on the back of experiences gained with

taken to curb this outbreak and limit its impact

vaccinations against HPAI in poultry breeding

the rst outbreak at Villiers. e spread of the

on this farm, and any further consequences

stock. When the country was faced with the

infection to all poultry sheds on the Villiers farm

depend solely on whether the infection will

invasive Fall Army Worm threat in the maize

was successfully prevented, and although that

spread to other houses on the farm.

All

industry, the matter was dealt with urgently by

farm remains under quarantine no further sign

stakeholders are reminded that this infection

Government and received personal attention

of the disease has been detected amongst the

has impacted breeding stock and not broiler

from the Minister of Agriculture.

remaining poultry stock on that farm.

birds destined for meat production.

outbreak in South Africa is no longer just a

Arnold, stated that: “It now appears that H5N8

concern for individual poultry farmers, but is of

Gary Arnold, Managing Director Agriculture,

is endemic to Mpumalanga and Gauteng, as the

national interest to all poultry dependant

commented: “e Department of Agriculture,

virus persists regionally within commercial

industries and job creators.”

Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) reported two new

poultry, wild birds and backyard chickens as

www.astralfoods.com

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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South Africa
Farming helps grow
South African
economy out of
recession
South Africa emerged from a recession in the

Con dence elusive

that is still elusive,” said Standard Chartered

second quarter as agriculture helped the

Gross domestic product rose 1.1 percent on an

Bank's Chief Africa Economist Razia Khan.

economy expand more than expected, oﬃcial

unadjusted year-on-year basis in the second

gures showed, strengthening the rand and
bonds.

quarter, compared with a 1.0 percent expansion

“ e Q 2 G DP d at a d e monst r ate s s ome

in the previous three months, the statistics

momentum in the economy, but this is unlikely to

Africa's most industrialised economy grew 2.5

agency said.

be suﬃcient to discourage the (central bank) from

percent in the three months to the end of June,

“e growth rate is not what planners and those

further easing in support of the economic

rst

in decision-making positions would have

recovery.”

quarter and by 0.3 percent in the nal quarter of

aer contracting by 0.6 percent in the

wanted. Although it's not negative, it is not at the

e South African Reserve Bank cut its repo rate

level that was planned for,” said Statistician-

by 25 basis points to 6.75 percent in July for the

2016, Statistics South Africa said.

rst time in ve years to support the economy.

General Pali Lehohla.
e rand rmed against the dollar in response to

Since South Africa emerged from the 2009

the data, and was trading 0.23 percent rmer at

recession, growth has fallen short of the

Gigaba has pledged to shrink the budget de cit,

12.9500/dollar at 1113 GMT. Government bonds

government's target of 5 percent, the level

currently 3.9 percent, to 3.3 percent of GDP by

also rmed, with the benchmark paper down 1.5

economists say is needed to curb

2019 in an eﬀort to avoid deeper credit

basis points to 8.5 percent.

unemployment.

downgrades, but economists believe he is unlikely

“A restoration of investor con dence remains

to nd the revenue or make the spending cuts

Leading the recovery was the agriculture sector,

important for a sustained recovery. For now,

needed.

which expanded 33.6 percent in the second
quarter as it recovered from last year's drought.
Mining, manufacturing and trade also registered
growth.
President Jacob Zuma last month said 2017
growth would be below 0.5 percent, down from a

Dam Linings and Tarps

forecast of 1.3 percent in February, aer the poor
rst-quarter numbers.

Reservoir linings

Earth dam linings

Low growth has piled pressure on Zuma, beset by
the fallout from credit downgrades and
corruption scandals.
Finance Minister Malusi Gigaba said in a
statement on Tuesday the improved growth
Trailer Tarpaulins

gures were encouraging but that it was too early
to celebrate.
“We need to remain honest about the major
challenges that still face the local economy.
Poverty, unemployment, and inequality which
are being underpinned by persistent low growth

Truck tarpaulins

Welded mesh reservoirs

remain the challenge,” he said.

For more informa on contact

+27 72 279 3294
Or visit

www.tatamatarps.co.za

News
corruption and better

The future of Africa
depends on agriculture

governance.

billion to agriculture over the next 10 years, with a
sharp focus on food self-suﬃciency and agro-

ere are also still huge

industrialization.

and unexploited growth
opportunities in Africa.

Agriculture is instrumental in Africa's poverty: it

the African Development Bank has committed $24

It's also why we launched the Aﬃrmative Finance

e continent is

Action for Women in Africa (AFAWA), to make an

endowed with 65% of the

extra $3 billion available for women entrepreneurs,

must also be instrumental in its wealth. Only

world's uncultivated arable land and huge

in order to improve food production levels on the

through agricultural regeneration can growth,

reserves of water. Sub Saharan Africa also has 10%

basis that women are demonstrably more

diversi cation and job creation occur for African

of the world's oil reserves, 40% of its gold, and up

dependable and bankable than men.

economies, for no region of the world has ever

to 90% of its chromium and platinum. And those

Getting our youth involved in agriculture as a

industrialised without the agricultural sector

are just the known reserves – the whole continent

business is crucial. at is why the Bank launched

being rst transformed.

is one of the world's largest unexplored resource

the ENABLE Youth program. is program will

In short, the future of Africa depends on

basins. Africa may suﬀer from poverty but it is an

provide access to capital and capacity to

agriculture. But Africa cannot develop quickly if

unimaginably rich continent, even aer y years

“A g r i p r e n e u r s” t o c r e at e a b o u t 3 0 0 , 0 0 0

farming remains largely a subsistence activity. 60%

and more of commodity exploitation.

agribusinesses and 1.5 million jobs in 30 countries

of the population are involved in farming, yet it

But how to bring about this transformation? How

across Africa, with an estimated investment of $15

accounts for less than one seventh of its GDP, and

to close this potential deal of the century? Public

billion over the next ve years.

African agricultural yield is the lowest in the

and private sector should be acting together. ey

With so many entrepreneurs now on the case of

world.

are needed to provide signi cant opportunities

farming, an issue to resolve quickly is the current

So Africa is late in developing but even this very

for Africa's emerging innovators and

low level of commercial nancing for agriculture.

fact oﬀers a large scale opportunity for

entrepreneurs, not to mention its nanciers, fund

Finance and farming have not been easy partners in

international investors and big-ticket

managers and nancial advisers.

Africa, and the farming sector receives less than 3%

Over the past few years, the Bank has been able to

sector.

of the overall nancing provided by the banking

entrepreneurs.
Economic diversi cation and lasting wealth

bring about a comprehensive re-evaluation of the

creation begins with a vibrant agriculture sector.

potentially enormous role of agriculture in the

e African Development Bank is promoting

Between $30 and $40 billion a year over the next

transformation of Africa, and the AGRF has been

national risk sharing facilities in every country to

ten years is needed to transform African

a critical factor in the shared objective with the

leverage agricultural nance, similar to the Nigeria

agriculture and create the vibrancy. It's a lot of

Bank of bringing about the green revolution in

Incentive-Based Risk Sharing for Agricultural

money, but it is available, even within Africa, if the

Africa.

Lending (NIRSAL), a facility designed to reduce the

projects are good enough.

e technologies to feed Africa exist already. is

risks of lending to Nigerian agriculture value

And they ought to be good enough, since such

is the period of climate change. High yielding

chains. e impact in Nigeria was massive. Over

investments will create new markets worth at least

drought-tolerant maize can allow farmers to grow

four years, 15 million farmers were reached, 2.5

$85 billion per year in added revenue by 2025.

a good crop even during droughts. Some cassava

million of them women. Food production

at's a potential return of at least 100%. But which

varieties can yield 80 tonnes per hectare. High

expanded by over 21 million tonnes. Today, several

producers will own, in uence and leverage these

yielding rice varieties that meet or beat

African countries are adopting the approach, as well

markets? Most, surely, should be made in Africa?

international standards of imported rice now

as others such as Afghanistan.

We must own our development. e commitments

exist. Orange- eshed sweet potatoes allow us to

of last year's AGRF gave us a ying start with $30

address the problem of vitamin A de ciency.

billion over 10 years.

I predict that the next few years will see agriculture

Tropical and drought-tolerant wheat varieties are

emerge fully from poverty and subsistence to

being grown in Nigeria, Kenya and Sudan.

become the next big booming business sector of
Africa, with entrepreneurs,

And with such transformation would come the

nanciers, inventors

reduction of Africa's net trade de cit in food,

ese technologies need to be scaled up for

and innovators all gathering round a honey pot of

potentially bringing net savings of up to $100

widespread adoption. is will not happen by

bankable projects, programmes and opportunities.

billion per year. We must bring an end to the costly

itself. It will require speci c incentives. In

Aer all, who eats copper? And who drinks oil?

and damaging anomaly of the net de cit in food.

particular, the African Development Bank and

Africans need to become producers and creators,

No more should Africa produce what it does not or

the World Bank plan to jointly provide $800

and not just consumers, in the fast-moving

cannot consume, and no more should it consume

million through “Technologies for African

enterprising business of food.

what it does not (but could easily) produce.

Agricultural Transformation”, a

agship

e African Development Bank will play its active

Other related measures would deliver similarly

programme for the scaling up of agricultural

role as a catalyst of this activity, and I am con dent

impressive albeit incalculable nancial impacts:

technologies to reach millions of farmers in

that we will soon see Africa's

scal inclusion, tax reform, domestic revenue
mobilization, higher remittances, reduced

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

rst tranche of

Africa over the next ten years

billionaires coming from the farming and food

For agricultural transformation more generally,

sectors.
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Europe looking attractive for SA farmers
who want to invest offshore
ere can be no question that South African

exposure, but they are cautious about where to

farmers are under nancial pressure. e last few

invest.

Euros, and that they are protected against any

years have been very diﬃcult for the agricultural
sector and cash ows are a serious problem.

is means that their investment will be made in
South African-speci c risks. Low cost ETF

A region that is therefore receiving growing

options include the HSBC Eurostoxx 50 ETF,

interest is Europe. Markets in the Eurozone have

which has a total expense ratio of just 0.05%, and

“We have just had ve years of the worst drought

under-performed for some time, but this

the iShares Core Eurostoxx 50 ETF, which costs

in history,” says Rico Bezuidenhout, an adviser

appears to be changing. For the rst six months

0.10%.

with specialist agricultural

of 2017 the Eurostoxx 50 index was up 17.24% in

nancial services

rm Raddix. “is year we had a wonderful grain

dollar terms, making it one of the world's best

However, as Bezuidenhout notes, for many

harvest, but the price on maize especially is such

performing markets. Global investors are

members in the farming community there is a

that farmers are making losses. At the same time,

putting money back into the region as its

desire for products that oﬀer some kind of built in

cattle prices are going up, so the farmer who sold

economic and political environment show

risk protection. “is is particularly true for

his cattle last year or the year before to make ends

encouraging signs of improvement.

farmers selling their farms and needing to invest

meet is now having to buy that stock back at four

“Europe has been in a bit of a slump for the last

that money,” he says. “ey are normally older

or ve times the price.”

few years, but growth is coming back into the

people that are inherently more conservative.

region,” says Brian McMillan from Investec.

ey would rather go for something that oﬀers

Farmers are also worried about the levels of

“e result of the recent French elections has

protection of capital.”

political and economic uncertainty in South

also added some stability to a Eurozone that had

Africa. As they generally have most of their

been facing a lot of political uncertainty.”

For these investors who want some level of

Gaining exposure

capital protection, but also the opportunity to

wealth invested in their farms, they are heavily
exposed to local risks.“ere is a lot of

guarantee, there are investments that provide

uncertainty amongst farmers about the way

An important question for South African

bene t if markets are favourable. An example is

forward in South Africa,” Bezuidenhout

farmers is how best to gain exposure to

the Investec Wealth Accelerator Equity

explains. “A lot of farmers, particularly the older

European equities, and particularly the

Structured Product, which is currently open for

ones, have large amounts of wealth locked up in

Eurostoxx 50 Index. is is the most

new investments. It oﬀers 100% capital protection

their farms and they understand how risky this

recognised benchmark in the region as it is

over a four year period, and if the Eurostoxx 50

is. Investing in oﬀshore markets is almost seen as

made up of Europe's biggest companies across

Index grows at all over this time, even by just 1

an “insurance policy” against some of the

11 countries, including Bayer, SAP, Siemens

point, investors will receive a return of 63% in

political risks that exist locally."

and LVMH.

rand terms, which is an annualised 13%.

ey are therefore looking for investment

One option is through the db X-trackers

“e 100% capital protection at expiry provides

options that give them some exposure to oﬀshore

Eurostoxx 50 exchange-traded fund (ETF)

comfort for investors who want to protect their

markets. However, they are doing so at a time

listed on the JSE. is provides easy access to a

wealth,” explains McMillan. “At the same time, the

when some of the world's large markets are

rand-denominated investment that can be

opportunity is there to generate in ation-beating

looking over-valued and higher risk. is puts

bought and sold as simply as a local share.

returns over four years.” In a global environment

many farmers in a bit of a conundrum. ey want

Others prefer to actually take their money

of low growth, having this capital protection and

to make sure that they have international

oﬀshore and invest in an international fund.

the potential upside is also highly attractive.
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Crop-eating worms, cattle disease add to
South Sudan anguish
More than three years of ghting have slashed

occurring in two northern counties where it was

impossible” to eliminate the pest, which arrived

South Sudan's oil output and le half its people

declared by the United Nations in February.

on the continent from the Americas last year.

facing severe food shortages. Now crop-eating
caterpillars and livestock disease are hitting the

While South Sudan has sub-Saharan Africa's

Deputy Finance Minister Amou Ambrose iik

world's newest nation's meagre other resources.

third-largest crude reserves, ghting near the

said by phone the two threats will “have a very

facilities in the north has curbed output. Last

grave impact on the livelihood of the people.” e

e fall armyworms, already wreaking havoc

year's spread of violence to a southern region

government and FAO are seeking $1 million from

elsewhere in Africa, have destroyed vital corn

once known as the country's breadbasket has

donors to probe the damage from the armyworm
outbreak.

and sorghum crops and grazing land since

stopped the tending of crops. More than 80

arriving in South Sudan in June. Meanwhile,

percent of South Sudanese rely on agriculture

seven outbreaks of foot-and-mouth disease this

for their livelihoods.

'Devastating Eﬀect'
Foot-and-mouth is a trans-boundary disease the

year have infected as many as a third of the
nation's 12 million cattle, a linchpin of the rural

Food Pressure

FAO says is one of the most serious threats to food

economy. As clashes between government forces

Livestock makes up more than 30 percent of

security and the global livestock trade. e

and rebels continue, damage to such key sectors

South Sudan's gross domestic product,

Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries said last week

is spreading more misery and may complicate

according to the government. Local oﬃcials

that South Sudan is seeking to work with

any peacetime rebuilding.

f rom t h e U N ' s Fo o d an d Ag r i c u ltu re

neighbours Ethiopia, Uganda and Kenya to

It's “as if God is punishing South Sudan,” Lual

Organization said that food-and-mouth had

monitor cattle that cross borders and tackle the

Deng Lual, managing director of the Ebony

become endemic, with a string of outbreaks

spread.

Centre for Strategic Studies, a think-tank in the

indicating it had spread countrywide, putting

capital, Juba, said of the outbreaks. “It will

pressure on “already fragile food insecurity.”

Other illnesses such as lumpy skin disease and

bad and it is just adding fuel to the re.”

e outbreak of fall armyworms -- caterpillars

Combined, they're having a “devastating eﬀect”

that get their name from the large numbers that

on South Sudan's livestock-keeping communities,

Tens of thousands of people have died and more

invade elds and eat leaves and stems -- could

according to the FAO.

hemorrhagic septicemia have also been reported.

de nitely be devastating. e situation is already

than 3.5 million others have ed their homes due

aﬀect as much as 166,000 hectares (410,195

“It's not just the economy but the country as a

to the civil war that erupted in December 2013.

acres) of South Sudan's 664,000 hectares of

whole -- the survival of the country -- is at risk,”

An estimated 6 million people are facing drastic

arable land, according to the Agriculture

Lual said of the latest crises.

shortfalls in food, although famine is no longer

Ministry. e FAO has said it's “nearly

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Countries discuss for responsible fisheries
practices across Indian Ocean
Countries from the Indian Ocean Islands and

e purpose of the event was to enhance the

In addition, the workshop also aimed at securing

East Africa met on Mahe Island in Seychelles on

understanding of sheries administration and

the interest of the IOC and Eastern African

27-28 June 2017, to discuss the

sheries

transparency in the sector, focusing on FiTI's

countries to take part in FiTI and adhere to the

transparency initiative (FiTI) for developing

role to yield bene ts for communities and other

FiTI standard.

strategies to tackle illegal shing and increase

stakeholders.

accountability in sheries practices in the region
FiTI emphasises that the basic information on
the

e FiTI standard is an agreement on 12
AfDB observed that the African countries are

transparency requirements that include the

vulnerable to over shing and depletion of sh

publication of all foreign

shing agreements,

sheries sector should be in the public

stock due to opaque and unregulated shing

existing national reports about the sh stocks and

domain by the respective governance. (Image

practices by foreign companies as well as local

a public registry of national sheries laws and
oﬃcial policy documents.

source: Max Braun/Flickr)

communities.

e FiTI workshop was organised by the African

“Transparency is essential for responsible and

Natural Resources Centre of the African

accountable sheries practices,” said Jean-Louis

Commenting on the FiTI western Indian regional

Development Bank (AfDB), the government of

Kromer, chief natural resources management

workshop, Sven Biermann, director of the FiTI

Seychelles, the Indian Ocean Commission (IOC)

oﬃcer of the African Natural Resources Centre.

inter nat iona l s e cret ar i at, st ress e d, “A l l

and the FiTI International Secretariat.

“e African Natural Resource Centre of the

stakeholders, governments, business, civil society,

AfDB has been actively involved in the FiTI

academia and media must contribute their

e two-day meeting was attended by the

conceptual phase leading to the FiTI standard,

knowledge and experiences to together conserve

representatives from the shing industry, civil

because we believe it can eﬀectively improve the

and sustainably use our oceans, seas and marine

s o c i e t y, g o v e r n m e n t s a n d

shing

administrations from Seychelles, Mauritius,

governance of the

sheries sector in Africa,

helping to secure the livelihoods of millions of

resources for sustainable development.”
“is participation cannot work without

Comoros, Madagascar, Tanzania, Kenya and

Africans living in shing communities,” added

transparency and having access to basic

Mozambique.

Kromer.

information,” he said.
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Honey and
the hive of
concern
Honey production is a relatively small market

years and have recently reach R65 per kg

internationally, even more so here in South

due to the drought.

Paul Makube, Senior
Agricultural Economist
for FNB Business

challenges such as vandalism and the, pests
and diseases, competition from cheap

Africa. Over the last couple of years, a

imports, the Capensis problem, loss of forage,

combination of factors, highlighted by recent

3. How has it impacted competitiveness of SA

droughts, has led to a decreased availability of

businesses?

honey, which translates to increased prices and a

and still a lack of research capacity. For
example, a hive can easily cost R1,000 with

e reduced domestic production situation

spinners prices ranging from R30,000 to

local producer market that is fast facing

attracted imports which mean loss of market

R40,000. is, combined with a lack of swarms

international competition.

share for the local product and producers.

to purchase which can easily be priced at about

It should however be noted that the critical

into this market. New entrants to the market

Paul Makube, Senior Agricultural Economist at
FNB, answers six questions around the slowing

R1,500 per swarm, is a huge barrier to entry

production of honey, and the hive of concern

importance of honeybees is not only for the

will also need to learn by at least working on

around its impact on local producers and

production of honey but for agriculture and

any other running operation or farm.

consumer markets -

conservation as well in terms of their role in
pollination of deciduous fruits and

5. What are the short and long term impacts on

1. How extensive is the lack of honey in SA

conservation of oral reserves and in terms

the agri sector?

of maintaining biodiversity. e recovery of

While production is expected to rebound as

SA production is normally around 2, 000 tons

this sector is therefore more important for

conditions normalize, the eﬀect on the agri-

per year and current estimates indicate that a

the agricultural market as a whole.

and global market?

sector could be huge if there is no suﬃcient
recovery. For example the value-added by the

decrease in production is expected. At least 1,
000 tons is normally imported. At 3,000 tons

4. Are there measures in place to assist this

managed honeybees on the South African

local consumption far outstrips supply and

market and businesses in this sector?

deciduous fruit industry alone could easily

the de cit is met by imports, mainly from

Support is in terms of legislation and

exceed R200 million per year. e broader

Argentina, China and Australia. However,

agriculture and conservation services by the

impact on biodiversity could even be bigger

there are concerns over the quality of some of

various departments. Honey Standards are

in the longer term.

the imported product.

c u r re nt ly promu l g ate d i n te r ms of

Domestically, adverse weather conditions

Regulation 835 dated 25 August 2000 in

6.

particularly in the Western Cape have

terms of the Agric ultural Pro duc ts

lack of honey?

contributed to reduced production and

Standards Act, 1990 (Act no. 119 of 1990):

Has the drought been responsible for the
Drought was a principal factor in the current

r ais e d t he ne e d for i mp or t s . O t he r

Regulations relating to the Grading, Packing

shortage. However, it should be noted the

production areas of South Africa such as

and Marking of Honey and Mixtures of Bee

limited domestic supply situation has always

KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) were not as badly

Products intended for sale in the Republic of

been due to the combination of rising

aﬀected.

South Africa.

demand and the lower production.

ese are however not nancial in nature

“We look forward to a recovery in honey output,

e shortage has resulted in upward pricing

and the market has to fend for itself from a

for the foreseeable future, the current decrease in

as the market is generally small both locally

marketing and infrastructure perspective.

2. How has it impacted on pricing?

and

ranged R40.00 to R45.00 per kg in previous
www.farmersreviewafrica.com

production of honey seems to be a problem that
will correct as the conditions in the season ahead

internationally. Wholesale prices
C ommercial producers face serious
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Orange-fleshed sweetpotato farmer in Rwanda.
This is her story...
My name is Marie Claire Mukakimenyi. I am 57

that I could increase my income with orange-

electricity in my house. I bought a TV and my

years old and I have been a farmer here in

eshed sweetpotato. I also saw that other

family and I can now watch the news each day and

Rwanda all my life. I am a widow with 5 children

farmers in the community were interested in

know what is happening in the world. e local

to care for – 3 girls and 2 boys. I was one of the

nding out about OFSP and were willing to pay

farmers have seen my achievements over the last

rst people here to receive orange- eshed

a little extra for the crop. Once I realized this, I

few years and so it has been easy to convince them

learnt everything I could about OFSP .

of the bene ts of farming OFSP.

sweetpotato (OFSP) vines from the International
Potato Center through the SASHA (Sweetpotato
Action for Security and Health in Africa) project,

I decided to mobilize a group of farmers in the

We are also very glad to know that OFSP is rich in

w h i c h w a s b e i ng i mp l e m e nt e d by t h e

local area to grow OFSP. We quickly realized that

Vitamin A. I eat OFSP every day to improve my

International Potato Center here in Rwanda. I

there was a strong interest in OFSP among the

sight. I am also diabetic. I need these vitamins to

was given OFSP vines for planting and I also

w ider far ming communit y and at t he

keep me strong and healthy. I always make sure

received training on how to farm OFSP and

marketplace. At the start they (the other

that I include OFSP as part of my diet and my

multiply the vines.

farmers) used to think I was silly for growing

family's diet. We like to boil them, fry them and

OFSP as it was a new and unknown crop and the

roast them. Because I know how good OFSP is for

When I received the OFSP vines, I decided that I

farmers were not sure what to think about it. But

your health I make sure that we have OFSP on our

would plant them on my farm. e CIP

now they can see how well I have done from

plates every day.

agronomist who visited my farm taught me all

OFSP farming and now they want to learn from

about OFSP - how to improve my farming

me and farm OFSP.

Now that there are a group of OFSP farmers in the

ey also told me all about the nutritional

Since I started farming OFSP I have been able to

OFSP and sell them to the local factory in town,

bene ts of eating OFSP. I realized very quickly

make more money – I have been able to install

which makes commercial products from the

area, we work together to sell OFSP. We harvest

practices, how to plant and take care of OFSP.
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“e local farmers have seen my
achievements and so it has been very
easy to convince them to grow orange
eshed sweetpotato on their farms”

e view overlooking Marie Claire's
farm from her house .
Photo by: S. Quinn/CIP

roots. We also take the crop to the local market to

Ministry of Health's programs to reduce

and young children among farming communities
in selected districts.

sell and we process OFSP to make baked goods to

malnutrition through a combination of crop

sell at the marketplace.

diversi cation and supplementation programs.

We also make use of the OFSP vines. We sell the

In Rwanda, CIP's work under the SASHA

Nutrition (SUSTAIN) is a ve-year partnership

vines to farmers in the local area and to farmer

(Sweetpotato Action for Security and Health in

(2013-2018) coordinated by the International

groups outside of the region as well. We also give

Africa) project demonstrated that through

Potato Center (CIP) and

Department for International Development to

Scaling up Sweetpotato through Agriculture and

nanced by the UK

the vines away for free to those families that

eﬀective private public partnerships we can

cannot aﬀord them. It is a great way to give a

build a sweetpotato value chain that is pro-poor

spread the nutrition bene ts of bioforti ed OFSP

family an opportunity to make some money and

and pro-women. As such, the SUSTAIN project

to more farmers. e program aims to reach 1.2

to also improve their family's health.

intends to scale up the development of a OFSP

million households with children under 5 years

seed system, link the bene ciaries to the market

a c ro s s f ou r c ou nt r i e s : Ke ny a , Ma l aw i ,

With OFSP I have been able to increase my

through eﬀective partnerships and integrate

Mozambique and Rwanda through mutually-

income and it is more reliable. e income I get

agriculture-nutrition health linkages to deliver

reinforcing incentives to increase adoption of

from OFSP farming means that I can help my

OFSP to var ious s egments of Rwanda

OFSP, consumption of Vitamin-A-rich foods, and

children - three of my children are at university

households. SUSTAIN Rwanda intends to reach

diversi cation of OFSP utilization.

and I am paying for their school fees with this

50,000 direct bene ciaries and 250,000 indirect

money.

bene ciaries by 2018, while providing

By Sara Quinn,

smallholder households with appropriate

Regional Communications Specialist,

nutrition information and counseling for infant

International Potato Center

I have also used this income to construct a
second house just nearby. Because of the regular
income I was receiving from OFSP I was able to
get a loan from the bank to build the second
house. I rent the house to a tenant, which means
that I have extra income for my family. One day I
will give the second house to my son to live in.
In Rwanda, the International Potato Center
(CIP) is disseminating technologies for Orange
Fleshed Sweetpotato to smallholder farmers and
working to link these farmers to markets for
fresh roots as well as commercial processors. e
Scaling up Sweetpotato through Agriculture and
Nutrition project (SUSTAIN) in Rwanda has

e main house on Marie Claire's farm where
she lives with her children and to which she has
recently been able to connect with electricity and TV.
Photo by S. Quinn/CIP

been designed together with the Rwanda Bureau
of Agriculture (RAB) to integrate its nutrition
messages and support activities with the
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Supplement Our Moldy World- Mycotoxins

Our Moldy World- Mycotoxins
Mycotoxins are secondary metabolites of fungi

food chain, laid down by import countries.

As weapons in the

erefore, the emphasis in our industry has

used to test their eﬃcacy. Simulating intestinal

become more sophisticated, so must the methods

(moulds) that display widely-varying toxic
properties (carcinogens, immunosuppressants,

ght against mycotoxins

hepatotoxic, nephrotoxic, neurotoxic, etc.). Such

shied somewhat from agricultural political

conditions and 'stress gene' technology are very

mycotoxins are capable of contaminating

issues to more technical and social issues. One of

helpful but sometimes no longer the best or fastest

agricultural products (grains, milk) and

the threats that required re-evaluation of the

approach to help to develop more eﬀective

foodstuﬀs (cereal products, drinks), thereby

way we take responsibility for the products we

elimination strategies. A recent technique is the

impairing their public-health quality.

produce is the incidence of mycotoxins in feeds

use of biomarkers.

ere are over 400 mycotoxins, but only a few of

for the production of safer and more eﬃcient

Most mycotoxin adsorbents only bind within a

food.

certain pH-range and release the toxins as pH
increases during gut propulsion.

these (about ten) are subject to regulatory
controls under European or national legislation

Mycotoxicosis is an example of hazards in food

on animal feeds and human foodstuﬀs.

that is strongly linked to feed, and is attracting

Nearly 2 decades ago, Impextraco introduced a

Furthermore, other mycotoxins (among which

greater attention due to the development of

gut simulation model enabling to select the most

we nd emerging mycotoxins) are being studied

increasingly sensitive testing techniques as well

eﬀective binders. Moreover, eliminating agents,

at the present time in relation to their presence in

as advances in the understanding of the severe

such as enzymes and natural extracts were

the food chain, also for their toxicological

threat mycotoxins pose to both animal and

selected using a high throughput screening

properties.

human health. No region of the world escapes

technique.

If we look at the current animal product export

United Nations Fo o d and Agric ulture

e combined eﬀect of this multiple strategy on

Organization approximately 25% of the world's

the eﬃcacy of eliminating mycotoxins in feed was

the problem of mycotoxins and according to the
gures it is evident that the South African
industry is serious in continuing to explore these

grain supply is contaminated.

extensively tested in vitro simulating the digestive
tract. To do so Impextraco collaborated in a

markets. To export feed or food derived from our
feeds, demands compliance with control systems

Imp extraco- Improv ing mycotoxin

project to develop a gut simulator and still is

at all stages of production and in all sectors of the

elimination with new technologies

intensively working on their in house gut
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Our Moldy World- Mycotoxins

Supplement

simulation model.

A atoxin for example is hepatotoxic and blood

such as helper T-cells, cytotoxic T-cells,

parameters indicating liver functionality can

macrophages and monocytes. is information

Reference tool for in vitro research

reveal information to further increase our

enables determination of the eﬀect of diﬀerent

In order to determine the real binding and

knowledge on the best way to eliminate its

mycotoxins on the immune response in the

inactivation of mycotoxins, simple

toxicity.

animal and the eﬃcacy of the mycotoxin binder in

measurements in the feed are not suﬃcient, since

Ochratoxins on the other hand are nephrotoxic

supporting the animal immune reaction when

the animal itself may in uence the eﬀect and pH

and need diﬀerent biomarkers to investigate

encountering mycotoxicosis.

plays an underestimated role in the absorption

their eﬀects on kidney impairment. Continuous

and desorption of certain binders. A perfect in

improvement of knowledge is helping to

Fumonisin eﬀect on poultry immune response

vitro model of the animal would eliminate

understand the toxic eﬀect of a wide range of

In one of the many trials performed in

individual variation and control all other factors.

mycotoxins and to develop fast methods to

Impextraco's own trial facility in Brazil, 96 male

Of course, there is no such thing as a perfect

investigate the eﬃcacy of their mycotoxin

Cobb 500 day-old-chicks were contaminated with

model, but the digestive tract has been well

eliminator.

fumonisins. e contaminated diet was

studied and several factors are easy to simulate.

formulated by replacing control corn by a

e advantage of this method is that by relatively

Impextraco was one of the

simple and constant means the eﬀects of the

investing in a spin-oﬀ company of the Catholic

rst companies

naturally contaminated corn with Fusarium
mycotoxins.

complete range of factors aﬀecting in vitro results

University of Parana to further develop the use

is resulted in a nal contamination of 17 ppm

of toxin-binding can be observed.

of ow cytometry as a tool to gain information

fumonisins. is contaminated birds were

Developing anti-mycotoxin products requires in

on the eﬀect of mycotoxins on the animal's

compared with control birds, receiving no

vivo research to con rm in vitro observations.

immune reaction. Flow cytometry is an

contamination and birds receiving the mycotoxin

Alongside partnerships with universities,

impedance-based, biophysical technology

binder, mixed at 0.2% in the contaminated diet.

Impextraco runs its own research facilities and

employed in cell counting, cell sorting,

has validated animal models. ese accurate

biomarker detection and protein engineering,

Fumonisin contamination resulted in an

strategies led to a combination of eﬀective

by suspending cells in a stream of uid and

increased SA/SO ratio in the blood. Fumonisins

ingredients being compiled in the product Elitox

passing them by an electronic detection

have a structure which is very similar to the long

(hereaer named the product or mycotoxin

apparatus. Flow cytometry is routinely used in

chain base backbones of sphingolipids and hence

binder), which has proven to be eﬀective in

the diagnosis of health disorders, especially

interfere in the sphingolipid metabolism. It

eliminating a broad range of mycotoxins.

blood cancers, but has many other applications

competes with the enzyme ceramide synthase,

in basic research, clinical practices and clinical

resulting in the production of more sphinganine

e use of biomarkers

trials.

(SA) and less sphingosine (SO) and hence altering

developed recently to determine the eﬀect of

Impextraco uses it to quantify the number of

perfect biomarker for fumonisin mycotoxicosis.

mycotoxins in an early stage, using biomarkers.

circulating immune cells, namely lymphocytes

A wide range of in vivo protocols have been

the SA/SO ratio, what makes this parameter the

Biomarkers are characteristics that are
objectively measured and evaluated as indicators
of biolog ica l pro cess es, p at hogenic or
pharmacological responses to an intervention,
such as mycotoxin ingestion. ey need to be
reliable, fast and easy to measure in order to nd
signi cant eﬀects as early as possible. To nd
mycotoxin induced changes in the animal's
metabolism, diﬀerent strategies need to be
i mpl e me nte d at t he s ame t i me : bl o o d
b i o c h e m i s t r y,

ow cytometry and

histopathology are just a few amongst them.
Blood biochemistry
All mycotoxins aﬀect animal health status due to
their toxic characteristics, but they all work in a
diﬀerent way. Each mycotoxin needs a speci c
blood parameter to investigate its eﬀect on the
animal.

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Effective mycotoxin management:
mission possible
Mycotoxins are toxic substances produced by
naturally occurring metabolic processes in
fungi. Mycotoxins can invade the seeds before
the actual harvest whilst the crop is still on the
eld, or alternatively, mould growth can occur
during storage at the feed mill or on the farm.
As a result, high numbers of mycotoxins could
already be present in the ingredients before
they are received in feed mills or farms. Mould
can also grow during feed processing
especially when the temperature and
humidity in the feed is increased during

July - August 2017

m i x i ng . F i n a l ly, m ou l d g row t h an d
mycotoxin production can also occur at the
farm level from improperly cleaned silos,
t r ans p or t s y s t e ms an d fe e d e r s .  e
production of mycotoxins is enhanced by
factors such as the moisture of the substrate
(10 to 20%), the relative humidity (≥ 70%),
the temperature (0 to 50°C, depending on the
fungus species) and the availability of oxygen
(Kanora and Maes, 2009). e most
important role of feed mills is to keep the
levels of mycotoxins as low as possible while
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multi-mycotoxin contamination should be
also avoided. Most of the mycotoxins occur
concurrently and a commodity usually
contains more than one mycotoxin at the same
time.
Test the raw ingredients
e best practical way to control mycotoxin
levels is to use rapid test kit systems for the
analysis of mycotoxins in raw ingredients
which are not yet in silos. Diﬀerent rapid test
kit systems are validated for diﬀerent

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

mycotoxins and commodities and oﬀer a very
quick and eﬀective way of raw material
screening before they enter the feed mill. Once
the levels are known, every feed mill can
estimate the quality of its raw ingredients in
terms of mycotoxin contamination and can
eﬀectively and more precisely (dosage
adjustment) apply mycotoxin deactivator
during feed production.
Test the nished feed
A n ot h e r s t r at e g y of myc ot ox i n r i s k
management is to test for the presence of
mycotoxins in nished feeds. is method
has some advantages and disadvantages. e
most important advantage is that as every raw
ingredient can bring its own mycotoxins into
the nished feed and by only testing some raw
ingredients by rapid test kits, some important
raw ingredients whose inclusion is not high
(5-10%) and which can still cause signi cant
contamination of nished feed can be missed.
Since the 1960's, many analytical methods
have been developed for the testing of
mycotoxins in human food and animal feeds
due to the concern of toxicity for human
health. Among them, the methods of thin-

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

layer-chromatography (TLC), enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and
immunosensor-based methods have been
widely used for rapid screening, while highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
with uorescence detection (FD) and mass
spectrometry detection (MS) have been used
as con rmatory and reference. Accredited
laboratory service is required for this step.
e most important disadvantage is that
analysis of nished feed takes quite a long
time such that the tested feed is likely to have
been fed to the animals by the time the results
from the analysis are known.
Use mould inhibitors
Storage mycotoxin contamination
(ochratoxins, a atoxins) can be prevented by
keeping temperature and moisture content in
silos low whilst grain is regularly aerated. In
case perfect storage conditions cannot be
guaranteed, use of mould inhibitor is highly
recommended.
Apply mycotoxin deactivator
e nal possible step in mycotoxin
management is t he application of a
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mycotoxin deactivator. ese products work
strictly in vivo and will not counteract or mask
mycotoxin in stored feed or raw ingredients. It
is highly recommended to apply eﬀective
mycotoxin deactivator which oﬀers an
opportunity to signi cantly improve animal
health, performance, productivity and pro t
impaired by mycotoxins. Depending on the
target performance diﬀerent mycotoxins can
be more or less problematic. erefore, using
diﬀerent products for diﬀerent animal groups
become a rational trend.
ese products work strictly in vivo and
will not counteract or mask mycotoxin in
stored feed or raw ingredients.
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Insights

Getting your First Agriculture Loan!!
Dos and Don’ts
If you are looking at your rst farm loan, chances

home or car is the collateral for the loan and

understanding of and commitment to the success

are you need some money to capitalize the start-

your wages are going to make the payments, you

of your business. Before you approach any lender,

up of a new farm business or to increase the

need to go to the personal loan department.

it is important to prepare this paperwork to

inventory (livestock, for example) or otherwise

Even if you are starting a business, your home

convince them you're a good risk.

expand existing farm.

may still be considered collateral for the loan
and your wages may continue to make payments

Lenders expect that you know your business and

until your business gets oﬀ the ground then the

understand your nances. e more informed

challenge. Sometimes it is hard to even get in the

lender may choose to move you over to the

you are, the better your chances of getting the

lender's door. e paperwork they need doesn't

business department.

Getting that

rst agricultural loan can be a

nancing you need

seem realistic. Why do they want so much
information? Why did they give a loan to that

Getting approved for a loan

e Five C's of Credit

person and not to me? is factsheet will help

Approval for a loan will depend upon how well

A lender will likely use the following “Five C's”

answer these questions as well as give some tips

you present yourself, your business and your

when reviewing your loan application.

to keep in mind as you explore agricultural
nancing options

nancial needs. e rst step is to ask yourself
exactly how much money do you need? Why do

§

you need it? How will you pay it back? Your

Capacity to repay the loan. e lender
will look at the nancial ability that you

Types of loans

chances of receiving a loan will depend on how

and your farm has to pay back the loan

Banks and other lending institutions think about

prepared you are to answer these questions.

based on the history of the farm, on-

loans as being either for personal or for business

Lenders will look at your credit worthiness, your

purposes. Personal loans include a home

experience and training, and business

going cash ow, and assets you hold.
§

Capital or the money you have already

mortgage or loans for a car or truck or other

management skills. When reviewing your loan

invested in your business. Do you have

personal purchases. Business or commercial

application a lender will likely use the “Five C's

suﬃcient capital to support ongoing

loans may be used for buying real estate,

of Credit” to assess your business

operation of the farm as well servicing
debt? Better still,do you have enough

equipment, working capital, or a line of credit for
a business.
Which loan department will you go to? If your
www.farmersreviewafrica.com

Business Plans

capital to operate the farm during tough

A loan proposal or business plan is the best way

times?

you can demonstrate to a lender your
[23] FARMERS
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Soils & Pastures

BioAgri Biodegradable Mulch Film
BioBag's biodegradable mulch lm is sold under

herbicides and pesticides

diﬀerent crops

the name BioAgri and it is certi ed as

·

Reduce water consumption

·

No removal necessary

biodegradable and compostable. e proven

·

Prevent fruits & vegetables from

·

No disposal costs

direct contact with the soil

·

·

Speed up the germination and
cultivation cycles

·

Faster access to the eld

·

Cost and labour eﬃcient

·

An eﬃcient alternative, in both

biodegradability in soil, allows the use of BioAgri
mulch lm to be a genuine contribution to a
better environment. BioBag cooperates with
International universities and research

No residues like traditional plastic in
the eld

institutions to continually develop the

·

Increase soil temperature

agronomic and environmental terms to

characteristics of the BioAgri

lm. BioAgri

·

Long-term nutritious soil

traditional plastic lm

mulch lm can be delivered in many diﬀerent

·

Keep fertilizers and nutrients closer to

sizes and qualities, all depending on the type of

·

the plant

to remove and dispose of traditional

crop that is going to be cultivated. BioAgri is

plastic lm

produced of Mater-Bi®, a bioplastic raw material

About BioAgri Mulch Film

created by complexing starch with polyesters.

BioAgri mulch lms compared to traditional
plastic:

Advantages for Farmers
·

Eliminate or reduce the use of

July - August 2017

Saves time and therefore costs required

·

Oﬀers a family of grades t for purpose

Application

·

Biodegradable in soil

BioAgri is biodegradable in soil and has an

·

Customized life span, tailored for

average life span of 1 – 24 months, depending on

[24] FARMERS
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·

Vines

·

Flowers and plants

Mechanization
e laying of the lm can be performed with the
same equipment used for traditional plastic
mulching

lms, being careful to reduce the

tension of the roll during operation.
·

Faster access to eld aer harvest

·

Decrease of pollution caused by PE

·

Good LCA values

plastic in our environment

Certi cations
Certi ed Compostable in soil according to the
European Standard EN 13432 and the US
Standard ASTM D6400. Additionally certi ed by
Vincotte SOIL. BioAgri lms are produced in the
European Union.
For more information go to
www.biobagworld.com or write a mail on
post@biobagworld.com
the climate and temperatures. e standard
thicknesses range from 12-45µm, but both
thinner and thicker can be delivered on request.
BioAgri lms are available according to required
pattern with
·

Microperforation (needle holes) for
improved watering through the lm
and for easier seedling penetration
through the lm

·

Planting holes for easy seedling
planting

Applications with excellent test results for
BioAgri:
·

Onion

·

Melon

·

Cabbage

·

Strawberry

·

Squash

·

Lettuce

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Fencing Solu ons for farms

Supplement

Fencing Solutions for farms
Installing fencing on your farm is a task that will

years with little attention. Today, this type of

cost you both time and money. B efore

wood is generally unavailable.

purchasing fences, consider all your options and

makes it a good choice for small pastures,
handling facilities and paddocks designed to
separate bulls or stallions from cows or mares. It

how they will best suit your farm. It is essential to

In humid climates, a wooden fence has a life

have good fences for your stock. If you are

expectancy of about 20 years with a regular

also makes aﬀordable riding arenas.

working with sheep or goats, it can be expensive

maintenance schedule, including painting or

Barbed Wire Fences

to put up fences that are capable of keeping them

staining every few years. Without dedicated

Barbed wire, developed in 1853 by Texan William

in.

maintenance, a wooden fence will suﬀer.

H. Meriwether, enabled those settling in the arid

Pressure-treated lumber will last for about seven

West (where wood was scarce) to operate farms

Fencing on farms is erected for a number of

years without painting or staining, but carries a

and ranches. However, barbed wire is diﬃcult to

reasons, including separating the property of

higher cost than untreated lumber.

diﬀerent owners, keeping livestock within

work with—inevitably tearing up pants, gloves
and skin if it has half the chance. It's also

certain areas or out of other areas and for

Vinyl-coated wood can dramatically increase a

dangerous to animals that get caught in it, oen

security.

wooden fence's life span. By cladding pressure-

resulting in such severe injuries that the animal

treated wood with vinyl, you get a water-

must be euthanized; this is particularly true for

Wood Fences

resistant product that is not exposed to solar

horses.

Traditionally, wood was the best choice for

radiation. You get a great, no-maintenance

Barbed wire is, unfortunately, the only “legal

fencing, oen cut and milled right oﬀ the farm.

product.

fence” in some states, yet it's oen illegal under
local government codes if you live in a town or a

But for early fence builders, the heartwood of
aged, hardwood trees was readily available, and

Although wood is rarely used today for

subdivision. If you live in one of the states that

this heartwood had longevity—oen lasting 100

perimeter fencing of large pastures, its strength

limit a legal fence to four-strand barbed wire and

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Supplement Fencing Solu ons for farms
your animals escape from another type of

substantial up-front expenditure, specialized

veld. e short, sharp, powerful yet safe shock

fencing, you lose certain protections that are

tools and skills to install, but with their

delivered by an electric fence energizer into a well

aﬀorded under the state's fence law.

longevity, their long-term cost is ver y

erected fence line makes the fence an extremely

reasonable. Because of their cost, they are most

eﬀective psychological fear barrier and

Woven Wire Fences

oen used for horses and exotic animals, like

management tool. is means that once trained to

Sheep, goats, pigs and poultry are diﬃcult to

llamas, alpacas or emus, in suburban areas, but

it farmers can use far lighter materials and fewer

contain. ey climb, dig or y through many

are rarely seen in remote rural areas.

strands of wire when constructing their fences
making it an extremely economical form of

fences, so for years woven wire has been the

livestock control.

choice for these animals. It's also favored by

Electric Fences

many horse owners—as horses are less likely to

Electric fencing provides great exibility and

get tangled in woven wire than in barbed

exists with fairly low maintenance if constructed

Modern high powered electric fence energizers

wire—and because of its sturdy character, it's

properly. It is also a fairly inexpensive option,

are capable of powering many kilometres of

oen used for corrals and night-holding pens in

regardless of what you need to fence in (or out).

multi-strand electric fencing making it a practical

areas with predator problems.

Electric fence is eﬀective largely because it oﬀers

and very eﬀective management tool. However, as

the same type of reaction that livestock are

with all tools, the user needs to be competent and

A well-made, woven wire fence can last for 20

accustomed to in a herd environment. ose

to have a sound understanding of the basic

years with moderate maintenance—unless you

who challenge the herd leader receive an

principles of electricity and the techniques used

live in a high-snow region where the weight of

immediate, aggressive response. ose who

when erecting an electric fence. e design and

the winter's snow tends to pull it down. Initial

challenge electric boundaries get an instant bite

the materials to be used to erect an electric fence

construction of a woven wire fence requires

as well, thereby establishing the rules.

heavy-duty wooden posts to support the weight.

animals a single strand of poliwire will be

Contributors
High Tensile Wire Fences
High-tensile wire fencing is eﬀective in both
smooth and woven wire designs. Unlike
traditional galvanized wire, high-tensile wire is

will dependent on the animals that are to be
controlled. For example, for tame domestic dairy

1.

Sta x Electric Fence and Security

suﬃcient whereas a game fence may require many

Systems- Electric fencing, a better

more strands depending on the species to be

management tool

controlled.

ere's nothing new about using electricity to

extremely strong and has a life expectancy up to

control livestock. For over a hundred years

Today's energizers are also capable of being

50 years, with minimal maintenance. Initial

farmers have been successfully using electric

monitored making them a popular perimeter

construction costs can be high, and it requires

fences to control their

specialized equipment and skills that the

domestic livestock. In

neophyte fence builder might not have, but it is

more recent decades

perhaps the most economical and trouble-free

electric fences have

fence if amortized out over the life of the fence. It

also been used very

is like the Humvee of fences: durable and heavy-

successfully to

duty.

contain African

Synthetic Fences

now even being used

wildlife and they are
When synthetic fencing hit the market in the

in the urban

1970s, it had a reputation for failing or looking

environment as a very

shabby aer a few years in the sun. But the class of

eﬀective security tool.

synthetic fencing that's been around for the last

e answer is quite

decade has improved tremendously and now

simple; it's versatile,

oen comes with a lifetime guarantee against

eﬀective and

discoloration, rusting, peeling, rotting or

economical. Versatile

splintering.

portable strip grazing
electric fencing

ere are many types of synthetic fencing. PVC

systems greatly

fencing is hollow rails sunk into heavy-duty

reduce wastage

posts. High-tensile polymer rail fences are

enabling farmers to

exible systems where rails slide through post-

make optimum

mounted brackets. Rail sizes can vary, but are

utilisation of their

designed to ex upon impact to reduce livestock

expensive planted

injury.

pastures and even

Like high-tensile fences, PVC requires a

their extensive natural
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security barrier as can be seen in the cities and

As one of the largest converters of wire in South

towns throughout South Africa. By monitoring

Africa, Wireforce has developed an extensive

the voltage along an electric fence-line, or the

customer base.

·

Complete range of wire and steel nails

·

Stay wire

Black products

current ow, one can easily determine if a fence
has been cut or is being tampered with. What's

Supplement

Wireforce oﬀers a complete range of quality

·

Reinforcing Mesh

·

Brick Force

more, an electric fence-line can be divided into

products, supplying not only the South African

·

Reinforcing steel

numerous sectors using products such as the JVA

markets, but also that of neighbouring and other

·

Black Annealed wire

ZM20 or JVA ZM50. Such products are being

SADC countries.

e team at Wireforce place the customer at the

used for farm homestead security and even for
very high security applications around sensitive

centre of our business activities and is committed
ey also have an international footprint and

to best service and best advice at all time, no

military installations. e alarms generaed from

export to numerous countries around the world.

matter who the customer might be.

such systems can be transmitted anywhere

Products can be ordered in Medium Carbon or

around the world enabling users to even monitor

Low Carbon steel grades with a lightly

their properties when they are not occupied.

galvanised or fully galvanised

In conclusion, if one wishes to join the hundreds

well as SABS speci cations.

Depending upon the conditions of service, timber

the bene ts of this highly eﬀective management

All over South Africa and its neighbouring

causing degrade. Proper design and preservation

tool, it must be stressed that one must

countries one

practice can eliminate or minimise such attack.

nish which

conforms to international quality standards as
of thousands of users around the world enjoying

4.

e South African Wood Preservers
Association- Promoting Timber
Treatment

may be attacked by one or more outside agencies
nds a variety of climatic

understand the basic principles of electric

conditions. It is therefore necessary to select the

Timber preservation is largely built around the

fencing, and, more importantly, one must apply

correct product for the speci c area.

nutrients, i.e. rendering the wood nutrient toxic,

these principles when erecting ones electric

Our product rage includes: -

fence.

unpalatable or uninhabitable. ere are two main

·

Galvanised products

Betafence heritage spans years of

·

High Strain Steel wire

Whilst some particular fungi may be

quality fencing solutions

·

Plain Galvanised wire

representative of both groups, they are usually

Betafence South Africa is part of the global leader

·

Barbed wire

classi ed as either wood destroying or wood

in perimeter security solutions. Proudly

·

Field Fence

dis guring fungi.

2.

groups of fungi which can cause decay in timber.

manufacturing our industry leading solutions in

·

Netting wire

Essentially, the science of wood preservation is the

South Africa since 1997, with a global history of

·

Welded Mesh

treatment of wood to increase durability and give

over one hundred and thirty- ve years,

·

Diamond Mesh

extended service life. is involves the placement,

Betafence South Africa is the ideal partner for

·

Razor wire products

within the wood microstructure, of preservative

any agriculture perimeter solutions required.
As a South African company, Betafence is ideally
positioned to fully understand the African
market and have tailored our solutions to meet
these oen unique challenges. Whether the
requirement is to secure the perimeter of the
property or to secure internal sections such as
machinery or produce stores, Betafence has the
solution.
For complete peace of mind, Betafence South
Africa oﬀers an insurance underwritten ten-year
anti-corrosion guarantee on all of our PVC
coated products.
3.

Wireforce, Manufacturers of Wire
Products

Wireforce is a privately-owned company situated
in Germiston, Johannesburg.
e company specialises in the manufacturing
and supply of wire and wire products to the
construction, security, agricultural, engineering,
retail and mining sectors of the South African
economy.
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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chemicals which are antagonistic to wood

Post & Rail fencing is most commonly seen as a

the end. To calculate the number of rails required,

destroying agencies.

post and two rail arrangement. However, oen

divide the total meters required by 2.4 (rail length)

Timberstone Post and Rail

the number of rails may be increased or

and multiply the number by 2 (for two rail

Timberstone Post & Rail is an inexpensive,

5.

decreased dependant on the client's needs. A

fencing).

sturdy fencing solution which makes it ideal for

variety of post lengths and rails can be chosen,

Posts are normally dug into the ground 600mm

large boundaries as well as fencing paddocks,

but we recommend and hold stock of 1.8 m posts

and then back lled with soil. During the dry

and 2.4 meters rails.

season, it may be necessary to concrete in the

Post & Rail can easily be used in conjunction

elds and other equestrian and livestock areas.

For example if you choose a 2.4m rail, to install

posts as back lling eﬀectively can be impossible

with wire mesh for additional security and to

our Post & Rail fence you must set a post every

in dried out soil.

keep pets in. Post & Rail is increasingly popular

2.4 meters. To calculate the number of posts

Timberstone Post and Rail fencing is a DIY

in SA, as it has aesthetic properties which t

required, divide the total length in meters of the

product. Based on modular construction, no nails

nicely with the landscape.

boundary by 2.4 (post centers) and add 1 post at

or glue are required, and it is fully paintable or
varnishable.

Contributors’ Details
1. Sta x Electric Fence and Security Systems

1. Wireforce

Ndlovu Fencing Pty Ltd Po Box 30174 Wit eld,

11 Brammer Street Industries East Germiston 1411

Johannesburg

www.wireforce.co.za

www.sta x.co.za
1. Betafence
Unit B10 Bergriver Park c/o Jan van Riebeeck Drive/Borssenberg Rd
Paarl South Africa
www.betafence.co.za/en/home
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4. South African Wood Preservers Association
SAFCA Building, 6 Hulley Road, Isando 1601
www.sawpa.co.za/index
5. Timberstone
www.timberstone.co.za.html
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Transformation of poultry feeding
and drinking systems
Eﬃcient feed utilization has a great eﬀect on

comprising a line system of shallow pans for

the feeder, drive unit, trough and the corners and

pro tability as feed represents the major cost of

starting chicks, which can subsequently be

feed chain. e system, according to

poultry production.

telescoped out into deep pans as the chicks grow.

manufacturers, allows feed to be pushed around

e shallow pan rests on the ground and when

the complete circuit in the house in just few

e mode and pattern of poultry feeding and

the line is raised it telescopes out into a deep pan

minutes so that birds are provided with equal

drinking systems have evolved to conform to the

suspended at a height which is suitable for the

access to the same feed formulations. Uniform

increasingly sophisticated production systems.

now grown bird.

distribution of feed thus achieved eliminates
selective feeding and results in healthier birds,

Backyard free-range production systems, where
supplementary feed was scattered by hand over

Mechanisation and automation of feeding

greater uniformity of bird size and considerable

the whole area of the 'run' with water provided in

systems is the key to reducing labour costs. is

monetary saving due to reduced wastage of feed.

s i mp l e s h a l l o w c o nt a i n e r s , h a v e n o w

can be achieved through the use of sliding auger

Systems are equipped with electrical time

transformed into large scale and intensive

trough feeding systems for broilers powered by

switches for programmed feeding (controlled or

production systems. Provision of feed and water

low horsepower (hp) motors and used with

ad libitum) and exclusion grills.

can be closely measured, controlled and

'hens only' or 'all-bird' grills for the troughs.

automated by using these advanced systems.

Other speci c systems include continuousloop, breeder-pan feeding systems that

fowl use de nite feeding points to which the birds

One of the biggest problems faced by producers

accommodate pullets from one-day old and

are attracted. On the other hand, the spin-feeder is

Most feeding systems developed for domestic

is upgrading/replacement of poultry feeding

which can be used to feed adult breeders

an automatic system that mimics the age-old

equipment in line with growth and development,

throughout the laying cycle.

method of scattering feed and grain to free range

and corresponding changes in the needs of birds.

Automatic chain feeders are an option for hard-

birds and in this sense brings intensively raised

is includes knowing exactly when to change

pressed producers. ey are claimed as the ideal

birds closest to the inherent feeding habits of their

the system and the huge labour input required.

choice for the provision of consistent and

wild ancestors. Feed is evenly distributed over a

Problems can be signi cantly reduced by

eﬃcient feeding of pullets and broilers and

widespread area, and the accurate feeding levels

adopting an 'all-age' broiler feeding system

breeder birds. Essential parts of the system are

achieved means that most birds achieve point-of-
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Allow for daily checking and cleaning to

Research conducted in the Netherlands examined

farmers can ensure that birds will have uniform

ensure all are always functioning at the

ve diﬀerent commercially available drinkers:

access to feed, and will therefore grow at a

correct height for the type and age of birds

round hanging bell type; low-pressure nipples;

being served

high-pressure nipples; drinker cups and nipple

lay on schedule. By using spin feeders poultry

Ÿ

uniform rate. e 'instantaneous' aspect of this
mode of feeding decreases the incidence of

Ÿ

' ocking', while the widespread distribution of
the feed eliminates competition.

Ÿ

counts. Overall litter integrity was better and the

drinking by chicks in their learning phase

broiler carcass quality gradings with less breast

Ÿ

Ensure all drinkers are cleaned daily to

blisters and hockburns. Ammonia emissions were

remove any blockage by litter and feed

reduced thereby lowering the birds' susceptibility

Ÿ

Ÿ

installed feeders, for the continuous provision of
fresh poultry feed, are of little merit if the feed
formulation used is not of the highest quality in

bigger diﬀerences for faecal contamination as
measured by Enterobacteriaceae (e.g. E. coli)
lesser growth of pathogenic organisms improved

claimed to be economical on labour and userfriendly. Custom-designed and properly

Are immediately accessible for chicks on the
move whether accompanied by a broody
hen or raised with arti cial heat

feed spread can be manipulated according to the
dimensions of the poultry house. Spin feeding is

bacterial load for open watering systems and even

Provide suﬃcient watering to encourage

stress-free feeding because each dispenser is able
to cater for a large number of birds. e pattern of

plus drinker cup. Results showed a higher

allow all birds to drink at the same time

Ÿ

Use of spin feeders (free standing or roofmounted) provides cost-eﬀective and automatic

Be deployed at a suﬃciently high density to

Make sure water founts are cleaned daily and

to respiratory infections as well as reducing the

replenished with cool clean water

severity of ascites.

For caged birds check nipples and cups of V
troughs daily for water ow

Ÿ

is is not to say that nipple drinking-systems are

Accommodate social drinking habits in

free of infection. Indeed the total bacterial load of

oor layers. For instance birds in large

such systems can be relatively high with bacteria

the rst place. is can be ensured by keeping

groups will establish their own individual

on the surface of the nipple and the danger of

feed in proper storage facilities which comply

point for drinking. If this dries up and birds

water lines becoming blocked by the growth of

with standard hygiene recommendations. Feed

are forced to use other sources the stress

slime-producing bacteria like Pseudomonads.

will be protected from contamination by birds,

incurred may be suﬃcient to disrupt the

is problem is overcome by regular disinfection

laying cycle

and ushing through with appropriate cleansing

Poultry Drinkers

Over the years worries about nipple systems

vermin and moisture, and from sunlight which

agents.

may cause physical and nutritional degradation
of the feed formulation through photooxidation.

Pure, clean and cool water is the most simple

failing to provide adequate water, particularly at

and basic yet one of the most vital nutrients. As

times of potential heat stress, have been overcome

Furnishing feed

such the design and deployment of drinkers

by a range of innovations. High-pressure nipples

e design and density of feeders deployed in the

should follow in the same pattern with emphasis

that produce a permanent hanging drop of water

poultry house should aim to:

on simplicity and care. Ever since poultry was

to encourage the birds to drink are now the norm.

•

Provide all birds with the same level and

domesticated, producers have adopted

quality of feed so that there is uniform

sophisticated methods like 'open water' systems

Ÿ

Development of a nipple with a at button like

development, feed conversion and weight

and standard round bell type hanging drinkers.

disc at its tip, so that it would retain a larger drop

gain across the whole ock

e introduction and use of nipple drinkers into

of water opened new dimensions within this eld

Be suitable at that time for the age, size and

oor housing systems are generally accepted as

of thinking. A droplet of water is formed on the

type of birds and be easily adapted according

they have the biggest impact on the reduction in

disc where the birds can see it and tip the disc to

to changing requirements.

spreading of diseases (especially respiratory

drink. e slightly tilted disc allows water to ow

Ÿ

Proﬀer and provide feed within a minimum

disease). Cup and nipple drinkers are being used

from the drinker ball valve to re ll the disc with

stress situation

for caged birds for nearly ve decades. eir use

water, which is held there thus eliminating any

Ÿ

Prevent contamination of feed with feathers

in broiler ocks was rst adopted in the United

spillage. e stainless steel disc re ects light which

and faeces and spoilage through wetting

States and later elsewhere so that the modern

in turn attracts birds to drink. Moreover, it stays

Ÿ

Be presented to and taken by birds with

oor-housed

ocks around bene t from

minimum spillage to avoid wastage and

improved health and performance and reduced

health hazard

secondary infection.

clean to maintain good hygiene.
Innovations in a similar vein include nipples with
a pin that ares out at the base allowing more

Ways with water

But switching to nipple/cup drinkers was not all

water remain on the pin. Birds therefore have

Water is one of the most vital nutrients for birds.

'plain sailing'. Researchers and producers were

access to a larger drop instead of having to return

As such, importance of the continuity of supply

concerned that nipple drinkers might leak,

to the pin several times to satisfy their thirst.

of clean water in a way that allows all birds from

causing wet patches on the litter and that they

Bene ts of combined nipple/ drip cup drinking

chick stage onwards to imbibe freely cannot be

might not provide adequate water supply to

systems include easier access to the nipple,

over-emphasised. Selection and deployment of

maintain good growth rates, especially during

allowing day-old chicks to drink directly and an

drinkers should meet the following

periods of hot weather. Both concerns were

added safeguard against water seepage onto the

requirements:

subsequently discovered to be unfounded.

litter.
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Small Scale Poultry Abattoirs
What is a Small-Scale Poultry Abattoir?

producer problems. e equipment is aﬀordable

consumed” stage, around 5 weeks, or shortly

is would be a facility that at the lower end of

and time saving, lending itself to ease of business

thereaer (see Fig.1). One of the big challenges

the scale can process from 0-50 birds/day as

management and greater nancial control.

facing the viability of a small-scale poultry
farmer's operation remains the timeous selling of

Rural abattoir, and at the upper end of the scale
can process up to 2000 birds/day as a Low

Under what conditions would a small-scale

birds in this period, as feeding aer this point

rough-Put abattoir.

poultry abattoir be recommended?

erodes nett pro t, complicates the management of

Generally speaking, a large percentage of birds

eﬃcient bird rotation and negatively impacts cash

We at Rotamaster manufacture robust, low tech,

in the informal sector are sold as live birds over

ow.

manual poultr y abattoir equipment for

weekends. e largest birds are sold rst and

slaughtering between 1 to 2000 birds per day. e

those not sold are oﬀered for sale the following

With a Small-Scale Poultry Abattoir, the birds can
be slaughtered, portioned, frozen, and eﬀectively

machinery requires electricity but functions oﬀ

weekend, and so on, until all birds are sold.

single phase electricity with low power demand.

Industry research suggests the greatest returns

removed from the “management of live birds”

e equipment is low cost and is designed to pay

can be achieved when birds are sold as close to

part of the business. Resources are freed up for the

itself oﬀ within months. Our small-scale abattoir

the point when they reach the “optimum

next stock and birds are still available for sale.

oﬀers a viable solution to small scale poultry

economic weight gained in relation to food

How does a Small-Scale Abattoir operate?
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e system is manual, not automated like larger
commercial abattoirs. e equipment is simple,

1.

durable and easy to operate for moderately
skilled personnel. e average time taken for the

Machinery operates on single
phase with low energy demand.

2.

processes involved when using our equipment is
as follows: 1. Removal of bird from cage – 15 seconds

stand-alone business.

Other advantages of such a system?

3.

9.

e system can be easily and
economically up-graded.

Planning/management of birds is

10. Broilers, culls, Cornish and ducks

simpli ed, ock rotation /turn-

can all be slaughtered using the

around time reduced.

same abattoir system.

A wider range of products,

2. Stunning of bird - 5 seconds

packaged to suit the target

Correct ock rotation, basic management, bio-

3. Bleeding of bird – 90 seconds

market requirements ( E.g..

control and cash ow is made easier when birds

4. Scalding at correct temperature – 30 seconds

combo packs, whole birds,

are moved on time. Additional production costs

5. Drum plucking – 30 seconds

portioned pieces, heads & feet,

are reduced as birds are removed from the system

6. Evisceration – 60 seconds
7. Packaging – 30 seconds

4.

8. A well-planned system is the key to personnel
and system eﬃciency.

red oﬀal, gizzards)

eﬃciently. Frozen birds can be on oﬀer at any

Local produce is always available

time. A basic chest freezer allows constant

– sustaining community and

availability at the source, which is a large plus for

small business.
5. Business growth can be gauged by

any rural community. Extended shelf life makes
stock management easier. Money is circulated

What are the bene ts of the system?

market demand and hence

within the community, people save time and

An entry level abattoir allows the poultry farmer

increased according to demand.

money, not having to travel long distances to

Birds sold per Kg. as opposed to

obtain their meat.

to slaughter birds on a regular basis. Stunning

6.

reduces bird stress and cutting the artery on the

one price per bird. – improved

le-hand side of the throat, just below the jaw

bu siness manag e me nt and

Further reading – Poultry Abattoir handout.

allows the bird to be bled correctly. us,

pro tability

Dept. of Agriculture and Rural Development.

bruising of

esh is reduced signi cantly

7.

e slaughtering system is

contributing to an improved visual appearance

fast, easy and cheap to use, clean

and shelf life of the nal product. is is not so for

and easily maintained.

birds that have their heads cut oﬀ and are not bled
correctly.

8.

Slaughter facilities can be
commercially oﬀered to other

Sub-Directorate: Veterinary Public Health.
Contact details:- Don Taylor
admin@rotamaster.co.za
www.rotamaster.co.za

small-scale poultry farmers as
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Sorting, grading, packing machines and
equipment for Fresh Fruit
Aer the harvest, fruits and vegetables of all

physical characteristics like weight, size, colour,

Machines for sorting, washing and packaging are

types have to be sorted, packaged and

shape, speci c gravity, and freedom from

an import part of their 700 machines counting

transported: apples, avocados, cherries, citrus,

diseases depending upon agro climatic

stock. Besides washing, grading and packaging

kiwifruit, onions, pears, peppers, potatoes, salad,

conditions. e known methods of grading of

machines they also have machines in stock for

strawberries, stone fruit, tomatoes, etc. e list is

fruits and vegetables are manual grading, size

seeding, transplanting and harvesting various

almost unlimited. A wide range of technologies

grading.

type of vegetables, fruit and ornamental owers
and plants.

have been developed or re ned over the years for

Various companies oﬀer unique solutions to the

sorting according to colour, density, diameter,

fruit sorting industry. Here is what some

shape and weight.

industry players have to say about their product

machines with a capacity of 500 kg / hour till 7500

oﬀering:

kg / hour. So these machines can be interesting for

Supermarkets and consumers are placing everhigher demands on fruit and vegetables. ey
want a higher level of consistent quality and are

small and larger fruit and vegetable farmers.

Contributors
1.

becoming more and more unwilling to accept
blemishes.

e company has a wide range of sorting

Duijndam Machines- used apple &
fruit sorting machines

Duijndam Machines is specialized in supplying

e purchase team at Duijndam Machines
searches for the best used agricultural and
horticultural machines in Western Europe on a

Grading of fruits and vegetables aer harvesting

various used machines for fruit and vegetables

daily base.

is an essential step in post-harvest management.

growers.

Machines are only bought aer they have been
thoroughly assessed and tested. e machines are

Grading of fruits and vegetables on the basis of
July - August 2017
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checked technically, cleaned and repaired as

brushing machines for organic avocados in

society through research and development of

soon as they arrive at their location in the

Kenia and grading machines for mangos in

labour-saving systems, using original technology

Netherlands. Reconditioning is done by their

Ivory Coast and Mali.

and know-how.

technical staﬀ, in collaboration with specialist

Sorting is important to the growers since most

In order to respond to constantly changing

experts and manufacturers.
Before delivery they run a nal test to make sure

pro t in the fruit industry is made from selling a

industrial structure, they have delivered

uniform product. is uniformity can be

agricultural equipment and factory automation

achieved by sorting the fruit in a fruit sorting

systems with the goal of reducing manpower and

the machine is fully operational. If required, they

machine. Fruit, such as apples, pears, oranges

the amount of energy needed, and have earned the

can provide additional ser vices such as

and citrus fruits, can be sorted by weight, size

trust of customers.

transport.

and/or colour. e newer and more extensive

In t h e age w h e re c ompute r i s at i on an d

It is important that delicate fruits like apples and

machines can even sort by internal and external

internationalisation are advancing quickly, the

pears are not damaged during sorting and

quality.

company seeks to develop technology from a

processing. It is therefore important to choose a

e type of sorting is therefore decisive for the

global viewpoint and aid in improving production
environments and increasing productivity.

fruit sorting machine that minimises the risk of

choice of a speci c fruit sorting machine. A

damage.

camera, that scans each apple or pear, sorts by
colour and oen size while the weight of the

In order to preserve the freshness of agricultural

e fruit sorting machines from Aweta, Greefa

fruit is determined by a weighbridge which

produce and provide consumers with high value-

and Wamel Perfect have been developed to

weighs each cup. Sorting by weight or size can be

added products, a system that can accurately and

minimise the risk of damage. Many apple sorting

done mechanically or electrically depending on

quickly sort, package and ship a wide variety if

machines have brushes by the singulator and the

the type of sorting machine and your budget.

agricultural products are required.

sorting outfeeds to prevent the apples colliding
2.

with each other.
is include the grading and packing machines
for tomatoes in South Africa, grading and

Shibuya Seiki Co., Ltd- Using

As a manufacturer of fruit and vegetables sorting

technologies to build a more

and grading systems Shibuya Seiki has cultivated

prosperous society

technology and wealth of experience over many

Shibuya Seiki Co.,Ltd has been contributing to

years, and fully incorporates the needs of our

www.duijndam-machines.com

www.duijndam-machines.com
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Shibuya Seiki Co.,Ltd

customers in suggesting systems that are optimal

3.

for each location.

ere are thousands of diﬀerent types and

processing systems. Full spectrum of know-

varieties of fruit that are normally

experience in satisfying the needs of juice

In addition, by continuing to provide rapid and

designated tropical because of their origin.

and purée manufacturers all over the world.

Alfa Laval

appropriate support in order to keep the

Patterns of agriculture and global trade

equipment running optimally, they aim to

have subsequently brought about an even

how Alfa Laval has more than 40 years'

e company's know-how in this

eld

become number 1 customer satisfaction.

wider spread and greater diversity. Juices

extends over the full spectrum of fruit,

e company's advanced sensor technology

and purées made from these large numbers

berries and vegetables grown in all the

achieves accurate grading that was previously

of tropical fruits are now in great demand –

climate zones of the world. is provides one

possible only by skilled operators. Furthermore,

both in local, domestic markets and in the

with the ideal pool of knowledge for

it allows to detect characteristics not visible from

wider, global marketplace.

improving, extending and developing your

Full spectrum of equipment Alfa Laval

eir specialist experience is backed by the

tropical fruit processing set-up.

outside such as sugar content and acidity, so that
you can sort and grade produce with a high
degree of accuracy without damaging it. Grading

equipment and systems are available for

R&D resources, materials technology and

produce by stressing internal quality-this is a

processing virtually the entire spectrum of

know-how available from the world's

tropical fruits. ese include pineapple,

foremost specialist in the use of heat transfer

mango, passion fruit, acerola, araza, lychee,

an d s e p ar at i on i n fo o d pro c e s s i ng

Shibuya Seiki also oﬀers optimal sorting and

guava, papaya, banana, star fruit, dragon

operations.

grading systems that include labour-saving

fruit and many others. We can supply all

challenge for developing the sensory avour.

peripheral equipment such as depallitisers and

the equipment you need, either as

Use Alfa Laval equipment in your tropical

automated packing machines.

individual units or as complete processing

fruit processing set-up to

e company produces advanced handling

lines, with all sub-processes integrated for

·

make sure your plant is easy

technology to pack and box every kind of

maximum end-to-end eﬃciency

to extend, to comply with your

products as well. In order to transport products

e eﬃciency and versatility of Alfa Laval

changing needs

safely and reliably, a variety of packaging

solutions provide excellent opportunities

solutions have been worked and applied.

for establishing cost-eﬀective multi-fruit
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www.alfalava.com

international standards and
requirements, for better sales
·

·

·

consistently get the most –

Alfa Laval solutions help you do this

·

Flow control and

eﬀectively, and to achieve colour, aroma

automation system. ese are

and taste that ensure you the best possible

backed by a full range of Alfa

and the best – out of all the kinds

p r i c e – w h at e v e r c u r re nt m a r k e t

Laval training and support

of fruit you process

conditions may be.

services.

achieve maximum

Alfa Laval provides complete lines for

versatility, so you are not

processing tropical fruit into high-quality

dependent on any speci c crop

juice and purée – along with all relevant

or crops

engineering work, if required. Alfa Laval

ensure exceptional plant
reliability and stringent hygiene
management.

Agrisort- South African Fruit Sorting
Technology to the rescue

Fruit sorting machines are expensive capital

equipment for tropical fruit processing

investments that are supposed to last many years.

includes

Sadly, African users who have older legacy

·

e vast body of know-how is available to
customers, the company is fully familiar

4.

Reception, inspection,
washing and conveyor

·

Peeling, destoning,

with all the international requirements –

crushers, extraction equipment

both technical and commercial – that one

and nishers

machines are oen le behind with few options
when the electronic parts of their machines need
replacement.

ey are forced to purchase

imported machines and pay for them in Euros.

may encounter when tackling both

·

Foodec decanter centrifuge

John is an apple farmer in the picturesque

commodity and niche markets throughout

·

Clara disc stack centrifuge

Langkloof region of South Africa. At peak times,

the world. Alfa Laval can deliver equipment

·

and plant con gured to comply with the
national and international codes and

·

standards of your choice.

Alfa Laval membrane
ltration system

·
Adding value from start to

BaseLine/FrontLine™ plate
heat exchanger

nish by

·
·

Alvac aroma recover y
system

operating reliability and premium-quality
results, we enable you to make sure of

·

achieving the best possible juice and purée

·

Alfaerm pasteurizer
ViscoLine tubular heat

problem. In 2016, all hell broke lose when a
nearby lightning strike took out his sizer in the
middle of the season. Aer a few frantic calls and
a visit from a sympathetic supplier who could not
do much, panic set in. A lucky tip from another
farmer ended up in a call to Agrisort. ree days
later a team arrived at his farm, worked through
the night, and the next day he was packing again at
full speed. is is what Agrisort does.

exchanger

yield from any crop. Ensuring consistently
high quality and an attractive appearance,

A l f a Va p c a s s e t t e
evaporator

combining highly eﬃcient equipment,
e xc el l e nt pro c e ss i ng p e r for manc e,

Alrox deaerator

he processes 60 tons of apples a day, and any
downtime on his cup sizer machine is a huge

·

Sterierm sterilizer

Capetown-based Agrisort is a supplier of 3rd

as well as retaining full nutritional value,

·

Aseptic bag-in-box ller

party fruit sorting and sizing control systems.

requires protecting juices and purées from

·

AlCip cleaning module

ey do not manufacture sorting machines, but

physical stresses and heat impact.

·

Sanitary ow handling and

instead fo c us s olely on the supply and

tank cleaning equipment
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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makes these machines work. eir systems are
regularly retro- tted to old machines (of any
make) as in the story above, and are also supplied
as original equipment for a number of machine
manufacturers. If a sizer comes from South
Africa, chances are it will have Agrisort
electronics and soware.
e computer in your cellphone today
outperforms the fastest supercomputers of
yesteryear.. ings get faster and cheaper with
time, and the same should be true
for the technology behind fruit sorting. In the
old days, it took expensive computer racks and
various "high speed" (read: "very expensive!")
components to get these machines to work, and
even then, they were never very accurate.
Agrisort leverages the latest advancements to
deliver a world-class product at very attractive
prices. e latest in digital weighing and ltering
technolog y does away with frustrating
"screwdriver calibration". Results are accurate to
1gram, even at speeds of up to 5 cups per second a level of accuracy only matched by a handful of
imported machines.

Lastly, the intuitive

soware specially developed for these machines

info@agrisort.com

is extremely easy to use. In fact, the average user

www.agrisort.com

training session lasts only 5 minutes.
Agrisort is a division of Polygon Technologies,
an ISO9001:2015 certi ed engineering
established in 2003.

rm

It has a local team of

development and support engineers, as well as an
installation team available for retro ts.

Contributors’ Details
1. Duijndam Machines

3. Alfa Laval'

Tweede Tochtweg 127 2913 LR Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel

Rudeboksvägen 1 SE-226 55 Lund

(Rotterdam area)

Sweden

e Netherlands

http://www.alfalaval.com/about-us/our-company/

https://www.duijndam-machines.com/en/

2. Shibuya Seiki Co., Ltd
630 Sasagase-cho, Higashi-ku,

4. Agrisort
7 Gert Kotze Street

Hamamatsu,

Brackenfell , 7560

Shizuoka 435-0042

http://ww.agrisort.com

http://www.shibuya-sss.co.jp/sss_e/index.html
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Citrus Processing Solutions
Faced with the current economic realities, farmers

more complex food products and includes procedures

call on whenever new market demands require new

worldwide are searching for new options of surviving,

such as mixing, depositing, layering, extruding,

solutions.

as well as expanding their business. One of the many

drying, fortifying, fermentation, pasteurisation,

opportunities to grow markets, turnover and pro ts, is

clari cation, heating

by adding value to farm produce through further

Citrus fruit is valuable sources of vitamin C and these

Orange Juice (FCOJ) or Not-From-Concentrate (NFC),

processing. Most value-added food products available

fruits are one of the few fruits of which all parts can be

JBT oﬀers citrus processors multiple options to produce

to consumers have been processed in some way or

processed. e esh can be juiced, canned or frozen.

juice anywhere along the yield/ quality curve that they

other, even if the processing is as simple as cleaning

e skin can be dried or sugared or used for the

desire to be on.

produce before it is packed in plasticor net bags. Two

production of oils. e white membranes are used for

Whether the end product is Frozen Concentrated

types of processing methods may be performed on raw

pectin production. In the case of oranges, the juice can

e heart and soul of any citrus processing plant, as well

materials:

also be fermented to produce orange wine.

as JBT's product line, is the citrus extractor. e

1.

an American Society of Mechanical Engineers

remarkable JBT Citrus Extractor has been designated as
Primary Processing: this type of processing includes

JBT-Ready to help with all of your Citrus

the simplest of processes such as washing, peeling,

Processing needs

Historical Landmark because of its technological

chopping, ageing, the milling of wheat for

With over 75% of the world's citrus juices produced

superiority and contribution to citrus processors

our

production, and the processing of sugarcane;

with our technology, JBT is recognized globally as the

worldwide. Of course, to achieve historical landmark

leader in citrus processing solutions. eir 70+ year

status and maintain global leadership, JBT continuously

Secondary Processing: this type of processing involves

history in providing citrus processors with proven

invests in providing the most advanced citrus

the conversion of primary processed products into

products and services makes JBT the logical choice to

processing technology available in the market today.
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JBT's focused teams of engineering and research &

e company's dedicated, global teams of sales,

systems research and development.

development are constantly working to ensure we

mechanical, technical, manufacturing, and customer

Brown International can handle your blended seed

deliver systems and equipment that add the highest

service professionals draw upon any JBT resources

slurry to nished mustard application with the Model

value to our customers. By increasing product yields

they need to meet the requirements of our customers.

202 paddle nisher. e Model 202 nisher can be used

and quality, improving processor productivity and

No other citrus processing solution provider can

as a simple single-step process to blend and de-water the

eﬃciency, and lowering overall processing costs, JBT

deliver as complete a package of convincing global

slurry while removing mustard bran from the mix.

technology delivers true competitive advantage to its

leadership, proven technology, distinguished

customers.

reputation for quality, and capable team dedicated to

3. Nkwaleni Processors- than 25 years of experience

To support customers and continue building the base

providing world-class customer service.

to process citrus fruit juices, concentrates and oils.

2. Brown International Corporation, LLC

with citrus growers of Nkwaleni in 1988. Located in the

of expertise, JBT operates pilot plant facilities around
the world, including the United States, Brazil,

e citrus processing plant was established together

Argentina, and Spain. e company strives to ensure

Brown is an original equipment manufacturer with

centre of citrus farming in Kwa-Zulu Natal, Nkwaleni

that JBT is providing the right solutions to meet the

over 50 years of global experience in supplying

Processors is supplied by eﬃcient farmers with an area

processing systems to the food industry. We oﬀer cost

of 6,000 hectares.

needs of each customer.

eﬀective solutions for food and beverage processing
JBT is far and away the preferred supplier of citrus

with state-of-the-art microprocessor controlled

processing technology and services to the worldwide

systems and equipment.

e citrus processing plant is focused on the production
of high quality citrus juice concentrate (low and normal

citrus industry. With manufacturing facilities in

pulp) and oils.

Lakeland (U.S.), Araraquara (Brazil), Parma (Italy),

As a top of the line supplier of industrial processing

e processing plant is equipped with the latest

Cape Town (South Africa), as well as sales and service

machinery and equipment, Brown's citrus system

technology. A combination of experienced employees

centers in all the key citrus processing markets, JBT is

typically include extractors,

nishers, by-product

and a modern laboratory ensure a constant high quality

the natural partner for citrus processors all over the

recovery systems and plant processing control and

of the produced citrus juice concentrates and oils. In the

world. In addition to worldwide sales and service

information systems; with non-citrus processing

last years the capacity has also substantially increased to

network, their comprehensive product line including

solutions include extractors,

ful l the requirements of the worldwide customers.

citrus extractors and nishers, citrus juice handling

classi ers, separators, de-waters and re ners.

nishers, pulpers,

systems and equipment, and state-of-the-art process
control systems allow our customers to use the best

In order to meet customer's requests we have just
Brown recognizes that each customer's needs are

enlarged our product portfolio by adding clari ed

available tools to pro tably compete in today's

unique and that is basic to our system designing,

grapefruit juice concentrate 58° Brix to our standard

challenging business environment.

manufacturing, technical support and ongoing

product portfolio.
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e company's products are successfully distributed

versions for diﬀerent hourly capacities, CitroRap

recommended to throughly scrapes the peels with

worldwide exclusively by their distribution partner

allows to optimize the oil extraction cycles by varying

CitroRap before feeding them to CitroTal.

Klaus Böcker GmbH.

the fruit advancing speed, as well as the rollers rotation
speed.

Citrus juice coming from the extractors can be depulped

minded. A waste water management system is in place.

Bertuzzi provides two diﬀerent models of industrial

content. e helicoidal depulpers model ESM and Super

citrus juicers, one best tted for the production of high

have been designed especially to re ne citrus juice. ey

4.

quality fresh juice and the other best tted for the

take the high-pulpy juice coming from the extractors

Nkwaleni Processors is very much environmental

Bertuzzi- Specialist in Fruit Processing

equipment

in order to meet customers' requirements for pulp

production of juice to be concentrated.

Bertuzzi designs and manufactures citrus processing

and progressively squeeze the pulp, outputting lowpulpy juice.

equipment for the production of high quality fresh

e extractor that is most preferred for the production

juice, as well as NFC pasteurized juice, FCOJ and

of high quality juice is CitroEvolution3. In order to

Citrus juice coming from the extractors can be depulped

essential oil. ey can supply complete citrus

minimize any contact between pulp and peels, this

in order to meet customers' requirements for pulp

processing plants on turnkey basis as well as single

machine presses each fruit individually between two

content. e helicoidal depulpers model ESM and Super

machines to meet speci c requirements.

cups, squeezing the pulp out of a small hole pierced on

have been designed especially to re ne citrus juice. ey

its bottom side. e same machine re nes the pulp

take the high-pulpy juice coming from the extractors

Fruits are received in a basin lled with water and

coming from the fruits in order to remove seeds and

and progressively squeeze the pulp, outputting low-

they're rinsed by a shower of fresh water on the

reduce its high

escalator that takes to the subsequent sorting

capable of processing up to 15000 fruits per hour and it

operations. In order to guarantee the best quality of the

ber content. CitroEvolution3 is

pulpy juice.
Depending on the

nal product, juice can be

is suitable for oranges, grapefruits, tangerines, lemons

refrigerated, pasteurized or sterilized. ermal

and almost any kind of citrus.

treatment can be carried out either by a tube in tube heat

Selinox allows to eﬃciently inspect the fruits, by

On the other hand, the roller juicer CitroTal is best

operation parameters.

making them slowly rotate on a roller belt conveyor

suited for the production of juice to be concentrated. It

nal products, rotten and unripe fruits must be
discarded. e company's universal sorting line

under the sight of the operators.

exchanger or a plate heat exchanger, depending on the

can process any kind of citrus fruits without grading

e company's lling units are designed for bag-in-

(calibrating) and it features a very high productivity.

drum and bag-in-box aseptic lling, as well as for the

For the extraction of essential oils from whole citrus

In order to prevent the essential oils contained in the

regular lling of juice to be frozen. We also supply third-

fruits, Bertuzzi has designed CitroRap, which scrapes

peels (and any chemicals that have been possibly

party lling equipment for bottling fresh juice straight

the peel by rotating rollers. Designed in several

absorbed) to get into the juice, it is highly

into consumer bottles and pouches.
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Seed Cleaner - The Importance of Grain
Cleaning Equipment
What can a seed cleaner do for you? Well, just

put the seeds in place, without any extra work or

Equipment

imagine trying to clean a whole harvest's worth

eﬀort. Treatments will also help to curb the

·

Grain cleaning plant

of grain by hand. Imagine trying to separate out

threat of contamination from herbicide-

·

Seed processing plant

2.

PETKUS

the dirt, weeds, chaﬀ and debris manually. Not

resistant weeds that can spread disease and

only would it take you until next year's harvest to

devastate crops in days.

accomplish it - if you could - but you surely
wouldn't have time to get any of the scores of
other jobs done that need doing.
Grain cleaning equipment takes all the hard

PETKUS seed and grain processing technologies
Contributors
1.

are based on more than 160 years of experience

RUIXUE grain selecting machinery

and steady innovations –for the bene ts of the

and SYNMEC International.

entire seed and grain business.

'RUIXUE grain selecting machinery company'

e German company is worldwide one of the

work out of the equation. Mobile seed cleaners

has a international brand of seed/grain

oldest and largest in seed and grain technologies.

can come to your farm and process tons of seed

processing machinery, it is called 'SYNMEC',

Advanced technologies such as Fluidized Bed

every hour, leaving you free to get on with your

also we has an independent corporate entity

Dryer, Optical Sorter or new generation Gravity

work. Machinery is so advanced these days that

'SYNMEC International trading Ltd.', so we can

Table are setting new industry standards.

it's hard to imagine how people coped with the

provide professional machinery making and

process in the past.

professional international trading service.

Sturdy and over decades proven machines such
as K-Cleaner, Indent Cylinders or Continuous

Seed cleaning machines have been providing

We have professional world trading team with

Treater run in diﬃcult climatic regions trouble-

farmers with eﬃcient and economical methods

high world trading experience, provide full

free, with low down-times and easy to operate.

of reusing their best seed for centuries. Not only

English User Manual, Video User Manual,

PETKUS processing equipment covers a large

does it make light work of cleaning and grading

Assembly Instruction Video, Oversea Machine

range of crops, capacities and areas of application.

seeds, but by selecting only the best and strongest

Assembly and On-site Training.

seeds it also guarantees next year's crop will be a
productive and fruitful one. at's probably the

e entire product portfolio is exclusively
designed and manufactured in-house and
embedded into a network of know- how and

Our main products:

best reason you'll ever hear for putting grain

·

Seed Cleaner and Grader

precision engineering according a best “one

cleaning equipment to work for you.

·

Fine Seed Cleaner

provider” principle.

·

Destoner

PETKUS delivers worldwide integrated solutions

On top of that, most seed cleaning services have

·

Gravity Separator

for turnkey grain terminals, seed plants and mills.

the facility to treat seeds with fungicidal

·

Seed Treater (Seed Coating Machine)

e PETKUS K-Cleaner is the most produced

dressings and trace elements that keep seeds

·

Grain Liing Equipment

cleaner in the world. It is a multi-crop seed plant

healthy during storage. When planting time

·

Bean Polishing Machine

in its own and applicable for ne seed, cereals,

comes round you know that all you have to do is

·

Laborator y Seed Processing

maize as well as legumes.
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e air sier with pre-and main siing

s e e d c o at i n g t e c h n o l o g i e s , i n c l u d i n g

procedures, two screen layers, an integrated

continuous and batch treater and the innovative

Supplement

Group.
SBS® Tanks is the largest Manufacturers of

indent and a bagging device is still unmatched in

MultiCoater concept that can treat and dry in a

Premium, Prefabricated Water Storage Reservoirs

the business with regard to exibility, precision

single process.

& Tanks Made from Durable Zincalume® with

All coaters are designed and equipped with

South Africa.

and economic eﬃciency. Other screen cleaners
and air siers are available with capacities

capacities ranging from 12kl to 3.3mega liter in

between 1 –150 t/h, depending on scalping, pre-

special technical features and devices to treat the

cleaning, main or seed cleaning purpose.

seed in a very gentle way, to guarantee high

SBS® Agri was formed in 2017 oﬀ the base of a

coating homogeneity and to cover complex

combined experience of over 40 years in the

e PETKUS screen cleaning system with

recipes. Coater can also be integrated in mobile

agricultural sector, catering for the agriculture

combined rubber balls and scraper chain is

seed processing plants covering capacities up to

market and providing grain storage and handling

unique. No other system can cope better with

80 t/h. e mobile plants contain cleaners with

equipment to the African agricultural market at

soybean pods, chaﬀ or foreign impurities.

an adopted mass balance system to prevent

world-class levels of service.

Indented Cylinder with exible con gurations

dynamic overload and conveyors on a robust

for long and short grain sorting and tear drop

chassis with ABS, exhaust systems and plug-in

e quality of products supplied by SBS® Agri is

cells for enhanced precision as well as gravity

electrical installations. With SIMEZA, PETKUS

non negotiable, and aer extensive research SBS®

tables with remote control, special iris aperture

has its own silo company and engineering

Agri partnered with Lambton conveyor from

for most homogenous air distribution, mass

department for silo plants.

balance system and dust hood for air recycling
complete the equipment for seed cleaning

Canada, the Largest Manufacturer of Galvanized
Grain Storage, Handling, and Conditioning

Corrugated silos as centrepiece of grain

Equipment in Canada as key suppliers of their

purpose. In addition, PETKUS designed and

terminals are manufactured with S350+Z600

products in the African market.

manufactured with the OS900i the rst optical

hot dip Sendzimir galvanized high tensile steel

sorter with RGB, shape and NIR function in one

sheets. Sheet shape is 104mm corrugation for

Lambton Conveyor Limited

single platform.

reduced friction and product residue. Assembly

rooted in Southern Ontario for more than 50

is done by unique bolting concept.
PETKUS is a pioneer in optical sorting
techniques, aerodynamic elements and coating
technologies. PETKUS is a leading company for

years.

(LCL) has been

ey began as a small family owned

Storage and Construction company in an unused
3.

SBS® Agri (Pty) Ltd is a Durban-

poultry house and now boast both international

based company and part of the SBS®

and domestic manufacturing

www.gsiafrica.co.za

salesgsiafrica.co.za
www.gsiafrica.co.za
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Seed Cleaner - The Importance of Grain Cleaning Equipment

facilities/capabilities. LCL is Headquartered in a

service and undertaking of our Company.

200,000 sq. .. eir continuing focus on

·

Innovation and robotic factory lines gives LCL
an advantage on a global scale.

·

·

Valves

Obtaining a clear understanding of

·

Loop Systems

our customers' requirements.

·

Tube Conveyors

O ngoi ng i mprove me nt of ou r

·

Flow Accessories

processes and products.

·

Catwalks

SBS® Agri oﬀers design consultation and custom

·

Acknowledging our responsibilities.

·

Structural Support Systems

services to many markets: Feed, Seed, Food,

·

Putting eﬀort into meeting our

·

Custom Design & Fabrication

customers' requirements on time.

·

Water Tanks

·

Dam Liners

Fertilizer, Grain (Farm), Grain (Commercial),
Processing, and Industrial.

e product portfolio includes equipment
SBS® Agri Vision Statement:
To be the preferred grain storage solutions

Tons/Hour.Storage Capacities up to 28,000 Metric

such as:
·

Equipment Capacities up to 1,500 Metric
tons.

Grain Bins

Company. Being the preferred solutions

·

Grain Elevators

rough the Modular Grain System Design

company does not mean being the biggest but it

·

Distributors

Principles, SBS® Agri is able to construct custom

does mean being the best in terms of customer

·

Unload Augers

assemblies to speci cally suit your processes. e

value, customer service, and being consistent in

·

En-Masse Conveyors

consultants will work onsite developing your

the way we do business.

·

Feed Milling Equipment

customized Grain System. e same modular

·

Hopper Bins

principles of design also simplify the installation

Quality Statement:

·

Divided Pan Conveyors

process as all components will work seamlessly

SBS® Agri are committed to providing the

·

Grain Cleaners

with all your existing equipment.

highest degree of quality in every product,

·

Bulk Feed Tanks

e SBS® Agri motto is “Meeting the need,

·

Round Bottom Conveyors

Exceeding the expectation”.

Contributors’ Details
1. Synmec International Trading Ltd
No.15 Guang An Jie Shijiazhuang Hebei

2. PETKUS Technologie GmbH

3. SBS® Agri (Pty) Ltd

Roeberstrasse 8 D-99848 Wutha-Farnroda
Telephone: +49 (0) 36921 98 -0

Bucket Elevator
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Great Western Manufacturing Sifters,
Sieves, and Screens
Great Western Manufacturing has been producing

dependable free swinging sier in the industry. It

keep most products from blinding or plugging screens.

product protection and production siers for over 100

works best for applications with large screen area

Four diﬀerent Tru-Balance models are manufactured:

years. In this time, we have perfected siers for

requirements and multiple separations.

Box Type, Modular, QA In-Line, and QA Gravity Flow.

scalping, grading, and nes removal. Great Western

e machines are manufactured with two, four, six, or

equipment is trusted by companies in many industries

eight sieve compartments, with up to thirty sieves per

including our milling, corn milling, cereal processing,
mix plants, bakeries, spice industries, confectionery,
dried dairy products, pet foods, plastics, chemicals,

compartment. Its design with no ledges or unsealed

Introduced in 1960, the Box Type Sier is designed and

gaps, and dust-tight doors, assures sanitary operation

built for screening any dry, free- owing powder. Each

and easy cleaning.

machine is customizable to your requirements.
Four diﬀerent models provide up to 10m² of sieving

and minerals.
Our siers are known for their quality crasmanship,
reliable drives, and innovative features including
pneumatic sieve compression systems. All of our siers
are easily disassembled, sieves removed, maintained,
and reassembled in minutes without special tools.

“HS” Free Swinging Sier
e Great Western “HS” Sier is the most proven,

July - August 2017

Box Type Sier

Tru-Balance Siers

area, which can be con gured to make up to six

e Tru-Balance Drive straddles the sier's center of

separations. e sier's versatility oﬀers easy

gravity and keeps the siing motion in the machine. It

maintenance, simple to exchange screen inserts, and

also transfers the gyratory motion to the top and

many sieve construction options.

bottom drive components simultaneously. e
gyratory motion, created by the unique drive

Modular Siers

mechanism, keeps ne material on the screen longer

Great Western's Modular Tru-Balance Sier is a simple

and imparts intense action on the screen cleaners to

and economical siing machine with reliable
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Great Western Gravity Flow

Great Western Box Type Sier

eﬃcient grading of materials and eﬀective use of the
entire sier.
Great Western Modular Sier

With our variety of siers, we have a range of materials
for our sieve frames and screen trays. We fabricate sieves

performance, operational exibility, and exceptional

Two models use from 3 to 9 sieves.

s anit at ion fe atures; ide a l w hen applicat ion

Each machine has 304 stainless steel sieve frames with

in North American and European sizes. Construction

requirements do not dictate stainless steel construction

laser cut internal components to ensure precision t.

materials for sieves and screen trays include natural

or complex separations.

Sieves are fabricated to minimize welding and do not

wood, laminated wood, food grade plastic, aluminum,

ese siers are ideal for plastics, our mills, cereal

contain bolted or riveted joints.

and stainless steel. Screen tray construction styles

Stacked Screen Advantages

more. All sieves created in industry standard sizes with

Our stacked screens are space-saving and easier to

customization upon request.

plants, and chemicals. ey can make up to three
separations and utilize 4 to 9 sieves.

for our siers in-house, as well as most stack type siers

include Fixed tray, Demountable, Li-out, Nova, and

Stainless Steel Quality Assurance Siers

handle, change, and store than larger single decks

Together, the all stainless steel construction, snap-on

screens. e multiple screens allow you to proportion

Discover more about Great Western, our siers, sieves,

food grade gaskets, and li-out screen frames with

the siing surface to speci c screen meshes for highly

and other equipment at gwmfg.com.

glued-on screens, provide the optimum in siing
performance, cleaner performance, and screen life in
our Quality Assurance Siers.
ese machines are sanitary, accessible, easily
maintainable, and reliable. QA siers ensure incoming
ingredients are manufactured, stored, and transported
under sanitary conditions.

QA In-Line Siers
Designed for direct insertion into pneumatic
conveying systems, these siers can eliminate the need
for extra equipment. is simpli es your operation and
lowers sanitation expenses.
Four sizes are customizable to meet your capacity and
installation needs. Its compact, space-saving design
with light weight components enables quick and easy
dismantlement for inspection, maintenance, and
cleaning.

QA Gravity Flow Siers
ese siers are adaptable to a wide range of products,
capacities, number of separations, and screen sizes.
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ZERO Energy Usage with Industrial Magnetics Inc.'s
New Magnetic Pneumatic Line Housing
Based on its successful drawer-in-housing

ferrous and weakly magnetic stainless

Nedox® is a synergistic, self-lubricating, FDA-

platform of magnets for gravity and choke-feed

contaminants far exceeds any other magnetic

approved surface enhancement.

It provides

applications, the Pneumatic Line Housing (PLH)

separator available for this type of application.

protection from abrasive particulates and

from Industrial Magnetics, Inc. incorporates a

Like all of Industrial Magnetics' SimpleClean™

corrosive materials and assists in keeping material

series of 1” diameter, 52 MgOe Rare Earth tubes

and EZ Clean™ product, the PLH requires ZERO

with bridging and clogging tendencies from

on staggered centers - versus single, center- ow

energy of any kind to operate, capture

adhering to the magnetic tubes. All of these

contaminants in the product stream or when an

features result in a more eﬀective magnet that is

and “out of

ow” cartridge circuits oen

prescribed for pneumatic line systems.

is

con guration ensures that all material owing

operator needs to clean or perform maintenance

stronger, easier to clean and will require less

on it.

maintenance than other products available in the
marketplace.

through the housing makes repeated contact
with the magnets. e resulting capture rate of

July - August 2017
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e PLH is designed for vertically and

capital equipment protection. Standard pipe-

clog and congeal. Both the Bullet® and EP Tube

horizontally mounted applications and comes

size options include 3”, 4”, 5”, 6” and 8”, with the

designs feature door-mounted circuits (a clear

with a catch pan for contaminants, which can

following additional options available:

then be laboratory-tested for use in locating

advantage over other products that require the
removal of heavy magnetic circuits for cleaning)

contamination entry points in the processing

Ÿ

Food grade nish and welds

stream.

Ÿ

Sanitary nish and welds

Ceramic Grade 8 magnet material options.

Ÿ

ANSI bolt pattern anges

Lastly, the 4JIT is ideal for vacuum loading

SimpleClean, EZ-Clean and Self-Clean are the

Ÿ

ANSI spec anges

standard cleaning methods available. EZ-Clean

systems and features and easy-to-clean clamping

Ÿ

Custom line sizes

mechanism.

Ÿ

Couplings

single 50 MgOe Rare Earth tube.

Ÿ

Cam lock ttings

requires the loosening of T-clamps and
subsequent manual opening of the drawer to
ensure the magnetic tubes are pulled through the
wiper seal plate, allowing contaminants to collect
in the pan. e Self-Clean option incorporates
pneumatically actuated cylinders to open and
close the drawer, accomplishing the same result.

and are available in 45 MgOe Rare Earth and

It is designed exclusively with a

e PLH is the latest addition to IMI's options
for pneumatic line protection.

e Bullet®

magnet incorporates a center- ow cartridge and
can be used in a variety of angles and positions,

e PLH has been engineered to ensure that

including a cart-mounted option. e EP Tube

there are no line pressure drops or surges,

features a magnetic circuit that is “out-of- ow”,

thereby optimizing the processing stream in

for products such as noodles where degradation

terms of product ow, product puri cation and

is a concern - as well as material that tends to

Industrial Magnetics, Inc.
1385 M-75 S., Boyne City, MI 49712
p:231.582.3100 800.662.4638
www.magnetics.com

www.magnetics.com

www.praterindustries.com
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Potato harvesting and processing
machines
Potato is a versatile, carbohydrate-rich food

such as potassium, phosphorus and

them to spread rapidly and cause serious losses.

highly popular worldwide and prepared and

magnesium, and contains folate, pantothenic

To prevent bruising, inspect and adjust harvesting

served in a variety of ways. Freshly harvested, it

acid and ribo avin. Potatoes also contain

equipment frequently. Reduce drop heights,

contains about 80 percent water and 20 percent

dietary antioxidants, which may play a part in

bouncing, and rolling by padding impact areas

dry matter. About 60 to 80 percent of the dry

preventing diseases related to ageing, and

and adjust contact surfaces.

matter is starch. On a dry weight basis, the

dietary bre, which bene ts health.

protein content of potato is similar to that of

Tubers are usually conveyed from the harvesters

cereals and is very high in comparison with other

Harvesting the potato crop is a critical part of

into dump trucks or bins. When transporting

roots and tubers.

the entire potato production and marketing

tubers from the eld to the packing shed, cover the

operation. Crop yield and quality cannot be

load with a tarp to reduce exposure to high

In addition, the potato is low in fat. Potatoes are

increased during harvest, but they can be

temperatures and sunlight. Exposure to light can

rich in several micronutrients, especially vitamin

decreased, sometimes drastically.

C - eaten with its skin, a single mediumsized

cause greening.
If harvesting by hand, be careful not to nick

potato of 150 g provides nearly half the daily

One of the biggest problems to be controlled

potatoes with your digger. Carefully transfer

adult requirement (100 mg). e potato is a

during harvest and handling is bruising. When

tubers into bins, shade bins, then transport to

moderate source of iron, and its high vitamin C

bruising occurs in the early stages of postharvest

your packing shed.

content promotes iron absorption. It is a good

handling, the potatoes get nicked and become

source of vitamins B1, B3 and B6 and minerals

breeding grounds for microorganisms, allowing

July - August 2017
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Contributors

establishing itself even more successfully on the

modern potato, beet and vegetable technology is

1.

international market, making it necessary to

used from the brands of Grimme, Spudnik and

KRONEN GmbH Food Technology
– A success story

KRONEN was founded in 1978 as a

double the production area to 5000 m² in total.

ASA-LIFT.

In September 2008, KRONEN celebrated the

150 years ago the family company was founded in

merchandising company for hotel- and

oﬃcial opening of the new production hall and

the town of Damme, Lower Saxony, Germany. e

restaurant equipment and accessories. e

its 30th anniversary with a special live-concert

father of the current owner Franz Grimme began

development and production of own machines

and event for business partners and customers.

in the 1930s with the development of potato
harvesters.

for the fruit, vegetable and salad industry was
started in 1992. By this, the products could

2011, KRONEN Corp. was founded in

quickly be established on the international

Cohoes/New York operating as distribution

Today 2000 employees work around the world for

market.

company for the US American market.

the Grimme group. is includes Grimme

2015, operations moved to new premises in

Landmaschinenfabrik but also the companies

1998 KRONEN was taken over by the current

Madison/Wisconsin. e company currently

Spudnik (Potato technology manufacturer from

Managing Director with the strategy of the

employs 5 people, who are responsible for sales

the USA), ASA-LIFT (Vegetable technology

further export orientation, which led to a

and customer service for KRONEN in the USA.

manufacturer from Denmark) as well as Ricon

considerable growth in sales and number of

Today, KRONEN employs 95 people and is a

(Sales company for parts), Internorm (Plastic

employees.

globally operating supplier of machines and

Engineering) and Grimme Solutions (Engine

In 1999, with Stephan Zillgith as Technical

systems for the catering, delicatessen, fresh-cut

ering services) from Damme.

Manager, Dipl. Ing. degree (FH), the next

and food industries with worldwide

generation entered the company. In 2004 he took

representations in more than 60 countries. Our

Grimme has built potato harvester for more than

co-responsibility as Managing Director joining

products are delivered to more than 100

70 years. e wide product range includes 1-, 2-,

the management of the company.

countries around the world.

3- and 4-row trailed harvesters as well as 2- or 4-

Since 2004, KRONEN has been developing and

e close cooperation with our customers and

row self- propelled harvesters. No matter if sandy,

producing its machines in a new production-

partners obliges us to preserve traditional values

stony or cloddy soil, the proven machines are

and administration building with own show

such as quality awareness, but also to recognize

available for the varying conditions around the

room and training facilities in Kehl-Goldscheuer

and implement the changed challenges of the

world.

close to the French border.

global market creatively and oﬀensively.

e very gentle but highly eﬃcient handling
equipment range consists of Receiving Hopper

As an innovative and internationally operating

2. Grimme-Around the world

(picking table for up to 12 person available as an

enterprise KRONEN made further progress in

In over 120 countries around the world, the

option), conveyors, store loader, web grader and

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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box ller.

by utilising the latest technologies and

conveyors and elevators, customers can rest

For many years, ASA-LIFT and Grimme have

applications in the

eld of fresh produce

assured that these vital elements of any handling

been developing eﬃcient, gentle handling and

processing and production processes. In

system will provide long and trouble-free service

ground protecting machines for the vegetable

addition to the production process, the

as well as maintain excellent re-sale values.

technology. e wide program ranging from the

company focuses on developing optimum

rotary tiller trailed, mounted and self-propelled

solutions to set up processes as eﬃciently,

harvester to the handling equipment.

Herbert oﬀers a wide range of tipping and lling

smartly and pro tably as possible.

equipment which is constantly being improved

e company designs their intake grading lines

for the bene t of our customers and the product.

Potatoes, beet and various vegetables grown on

to meet each customer's speci c requirements,

Within our range we have tippers capable of

all continents around the world. Not only is the

taking into account both current and future

throughputs in excess of 35 tph. By using the latest

cultivation system important for the success but

needs. With lines capable of outputs from 5 to 80

technology in electrical control we are able to

also the language and culture. Only if the people

tph, these accurate grading systems are built

rotate and empty boxes gently, meeting the most

work together in a team is “harvesting success”

with the type of reception, cleaning module and

up to date safety requirements

granted.

number of size grades to suit our customer's

3.

individual businesses.

e company also oﬀers an extensive range of

In addition, their lines oﬀer optional individual

designed to prepare produce according to

Lutosa

Lutosa is a company with Belgian origins,

washing, drying and de-stoning systems,

specialising in potato processing since 1978.

inspection for each grade size, and with

customer needs. By using energy eﬃcient designs

Lutosa is situated in one of the world's most

collection and delivery of waste material

we are able to produce equipment which provides

productive regions when it comes to potato

provide an eﬃcient and cost-eﬀective grading

high output along with gentle handling. eir

growing and processing. It employs 900 people in

system for our customers. Fully automated

washing systems use the latest technology for

2 factories in Belgium, both ISO 9001 and IFS-

systems including “Rolling Road” technology

produce washing and polishing and oﬀer

BRC certi ed. e annual capacity totals 450.000

now give very eﬃcient intake of produce with

throughputs of up to 40 tph.

tonnes of nished product.

minimum human and forkli intervention.

Herbert oﬀers the next generation in optical

Besides pre-fried frozen fries and pre-fried

“Rolling road” provides controlled delivery,

sorting. OCULUS is a new vision in high

lling and dispatch of bulk boxes to and from

performance compact sorters for washed and

chilled fries, Lutosa also produces potato akes

production lines. e system has become an

peeled potatoes. Available in two sizes, 1300 and

and a large range of frozen potato specialities. A

integral part of static high output grading lines,

2000, OcULUS' development is an exciting

range of organic frozen fries, specialities and
akes completes the extensive oﬀering.
e majority of Lutosa products are made from

and is capable of handling box weights in excess

advance in optical sorting that delivers more

of 2 tonnes and oﬀers high throughputs, partly

accurate, more eﬃcient, more consistent and

through the continuous lling of boxes. e

more eﬀective sorting.

system can provide a totally forkli-free

the potato variety Bintje which is renowned for

handling solution for our customers, resulting

is means better quality produce for end users

its delicious taste, its wonderful yellow colour

in less box damage due to reduced handling. e

and lower costs for growers, packers and

and its exceptional cooking qualities. For fries,

Rolling Road can be linked to a Stock Control

processors. OCULUS also provides better quality

several other varieties are also used to meet the

System for full traceability of produce using

throughput, ultimate

customers' requirements (Fontane, Asterix,

“tagged” boxes. In addition, its simple

increased detection of reject produce and,

exibility of grading,

Agria...).

construction means it is easy to maintain,

importantly, better food safety.

rough its 22 subsidiaries and sales oﬃces

making it a cost eﬀective product for our

Herbert Engineering oﬀers a range of products to

worldwide, Lutosa exports 92% of its products to

customers.

assist with the packing and processing of fresh

129 countries. ese are appreciated in

e quality and scope of Herbert conveyors and

produce, from palletisers to tray and box handling

restaurants, pubs and cafés (Lutosa Food Service

elevators is second to none. With decades of

systems.

range), by the large and mid-sized distribution,

experience in design and manufacture of

as well as in B2B applications.
Lutosa strives towards a global presence through
long-term partnerships with local entrepreneurs
who wish to develop their sales further thanks to
an appealing brand which stands for quality,
success and consistency.
4. Herbert; your specialist in root crop
handling systems
Herbert is distinctive in the market by entering
into dialogue with its customers and the industry
July - August 2017
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UNIVERSAL COATING
SYSTEMS (UCSYSTEMS)
Universal Coating Systems manufactures seed coating and treating
equipment and polymer systems, developed around the rotary equipment
application platform.
We have been in business since 2006, but our personnel have been
manufacturing and working with rotary coating systems since 1995. We
oﬀer a combined 70 plus years of seed industry experience.
We have equipment and coating plants throughout the world.
We oﬀer four production size rotary treater/coater systems. ese unit
sizes are 1200 CCS our 12” unit, 2500 CCS is our 25” system, 3150 CCS a
31.5” unit, and nally our 4800 CCS which is based on a 48” drum. All of
our systems use the latest in electronic component technology.
UCSYSTEMS is the manufacturer and dealer for all of the ancillary
equipment found in a coating/treating facility. is equipment includes
ACT Dust collection systems, Oliver and Garratt uid bed dryers, Sweco
screeners, Deamco elevator systems, AccuRate, and Fischbein bagging and
bag closing systems. is gives us the ability to service all of the customer's
needs involved in a plant installation.
We oﬀer CAD based plant design services to help the customer with all
layout and installation needs. UCSYSTEMS is NOT an international
contractor. We design and provide all of the equipment required for the
plant installation and then work with the customer's trade contractors to
install the plant. is does two things. First it saves the customer money by
using their own contractors, and second, when the system is done they will
have contractors in their area that know and understand their plant. Upon
plant completion UCSYSTEMS does all equipment commissioning and
training of the customer's personnel.
We have just brought a new loss in weight dispensing system to the market
in the last 18 months called WIPS (Weigh In Place System). WIPS now
gives us the ability to add all powdered and liquid materials to the coating
system by weight. WIPS oﬀers a new level of automation and application
accuracy. WIPS is currently oﬀered as an option to our coating systems, but
will soon be the system standard.
UCSYSTEMS oﬀers a complete line of seed coating and treating polymers
that go hand in hand with our line of rotary coating and treating systems.
Our line of polymers is sold worldwide under the UNICOAT brand.
UNICOAT polymers have been used on many seed types throughout the
world in both seed treatment and seed coating applications with great
success. ey are available in many colors and we can even formulate
special colors with certain quantity requirements. UNICOAT polymers are
very competitively priced.
For more information please check out our website at

dave@universalcoating.net

www.ucoatsystems.com

www.ucoatsystems.com
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Flowpack Systems is renowned for providing fast and

for agricultural production:

eﬃcient packline solutions to the South African fruit

speci cally designed with a frictionless infeed to wrap
fruits such as apples to minimise bruising the fruit when

industry. With speci c expertise in the handling of

P325E BOTTOM SEAL

packing. e P325E-FI has been developed from the

deciduous and citrus fruit varieties, Flowpack Systems

e P325E BOTTOM SEAL is an industry leading

P325 range speci cally for ow wrapping apples without

has recently been appointed the exclusive agent in

horizontal

Southern Africa for Redpack Packaging Machinery.

designed for versatility and easy con guration to suit

ow wrapping machine that has been

a tray. It has a frictionless infeed that gently carries the
apples to the

ow wrapping module and onto the

Recognised as an international market leader, UK-

all

ow wrapping applications. It is designed as

wrapping lm with minimum bruising. e frictionless

based Redpack oﬀer pioneering

ow wrapping

primarily a punnet packing machine especially

infeed can be easily adjusted for collations of 4,6,8 & 10

technology that combines design innovation with

eﬃcient for packing table grapes, tomatoes, berries

apples in ''Soldier Pack'' formation and an in-line pack,

unique packaging requirements − producing the

and stone fruit.

for variations in apple size grades. e P325E-FI

soest handling ow wrap machine on the market and

TRAYLESS APPLE ow wrapping machines saves costs,

the only machine custom-engineered for apple

P325E-T TRAYLESS

reduces packaging waste and the frictionless infeed

handling.

e P325E-T TRAYLESS ow wrapping machine is

transports the apples collations with minimum

Equipped to provide customers with premium

renowned as a reliable, versatile, eﬃcient and

bruising.

packaging solutions, Flowpack Systems is able to cater

technically-advanced

ow wrapper. For further

to a broad range of market requirements. e full-

versatility, the machine can be easily adjusted to allow

Flowpack Systems MD, Rory Cole says, “We're

package service covers all phases of a project as it moves

fruit to be wrapped trayed or trayless in-line in various

extremely excited to represent Redpack Machinery in

from initial conception and design to the installation

con gurations.

With its frictionless infeed, the

South Africa and to see the impact on the local market.

process, including on-site training and a dedicated

machines ensures that damage to the fruit is kept to a

Flowpack prides itself on optimising production lines

aercare service. Importantly, Flowpack Systems carry

minimum. Although originally developed for apples

and oﬀering our customers quality service. Our

stock of all critical parts therefore reducing machinery

the machine can wrap almost any graded top fruit

partnership with Redback will ensure that this high

downtime to a minimum.

including pears, plumbs, kiwi, oranges, lemons, etc.

standard continues and means that we are able to

P325E-FI TRAYLESS APPLE

solutions for which we are known.”

integrate latest technology with the innovative packline
Flowpack Systems has an extensive range of

ow

wrapping machinery, with three machines from the

e P325E-FI TRAYLESS APPLE has b een

Redpack Packaging Machinery P325 Series specialised

P325E-T TRAYLESS

P325E-FI TRAYLESS APPLE

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Borehole casing & screens
Water is an essential commodity that is very

Boreholes are drilled to be fully functioning for a

corrosion, have suﬃcient strength to resist

useful in our life as long as we live, but the

very long time – oen longer than our own

collapse, be easily developed and prevent sand

commodity today cannot come as easy as of

lifetimes. at oen means the lowest up front

pumping

those days when we use to have streams and

cost is not always the most cost eﬀective route,

Contributors

spring water in our local communities and even

par tic ularly if constr uc tion quality is

if we still have them they may have been polluted

overlooked in a bid to save money.

making it impossible for us to have good and
quality safe water to drink.

1. WTPI (Water Technology Plastic Industries)
WTPI is one of the largest manufacturers of PVC

To keep loose sand and gravel from collapsing

Borehole Casings and Screens in the African

into the borehole, it is necessary to use well

Continent.

Borehole design is extremely important; both for

casing and screen. e screen supports the

ensuring the sustainability of groundwater and

borehole walls while allowing water to enter the

Founded in 1997 and situated in Randburg South

also to make sure the installation creates a cost

well; unslotted casing is placed above the screen

Africa, WTPI supplies PVC products in all forms,

eﬀective method of obtaining water for the end

to keep the rest of the borehole open and serve as

extensively covering all aspects of water supply

user.

a housing for pumping equipment. Since the

and the movement of water.

Sadly, borehole design and construction is one of

well screen is the most important single factor

WTPI works with all consultants, consulting

the most overlooked aspects within the industry

aﬀecting the eﬃciency of a well, it is sometimes

engineers and designers who are actively involved

and not enough time, care or attention is put into

called the "heart of the well"!

this stage of the process and it is actually the most
vital point.

July - August 2017

in specifying systems to end users - this way the
clients are assured that what is speci ed is suitable

Well screens should have as large a percentage of

for the project intended.

non-clogging slots as possible, be resistant to

We have an extensive client base within South
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Africa and are the leading suppliers to all Drilling

2. Roscoe Moss Company

Supplement

screen (steel and PVC) must able to withstand

Contractors, Consulting Engineers, Mines,

Only a very small percentage of high-yielding

various forces that are directly related to depth.

Municipalities and other interested parties.

water wells are constructed of blank and

For example, assume that a new municipal well is

WTPI's parent company SOTICI is based in Cote

perforated casing manufactured from materials

to be 150 feet deep. Its design might consist of 100

d' Ivoire, one of the largest PVC and Polyethylene

other than steel.

feet of blank casing connected to 50 feet of

ISO 9003.

Nevertheless, it is common for well designers to

interval of the aquifer(s).

With over 20 years' experience in the water

most oen PVC, in an eﬀort to reduce the

Surface protection would typically consist of a

supply eld, it puts the organisation among the

construction cost of a new well. For some

cement grout seal around the blank casing and

privileged few who regularly supply the ongoing

applications, PVC is a viable choice.

manufacturers in West Africa accredited with

perforated casing that is installed within the depth
consider alternative casing and screen materials,

needs of companies who use PVC pipes. ese
include construction companies, borehole

However, one should understand and be willing

drilling companies, water supply companies and

to accept the inherent limitations of PVC,

corporations.

extending to a minimum depth of 50 feet. Finally,
a lter pack (i.e., select gravel) would envelope the
well screen.

particularly if it is being considered to construct

is seemingly simple PVC casing and screen well

large-diameter water well.

could fail structurally unless it has suﬃcient

engineers alike, problem solving and advising

Given that PVC pipes are available in 10-inch ID

withstand depth-related forces such as: 1) the

when the need arises. e company involves

sizes, one might naturally assume that PVC is an

hanging weight of the string of casing and screen;

WTPI lends its expertise to contractors and

tensile strength and collapse strength to

itself in the putting together of complete "Drill

acceptable choice. However, well diameter is

and 2) the collapse forces generated from the

Rig Packages" with competent staﬀ to assist in the

only one well design parameter; others have

weight of cement grout used for the sanitary seal.

training of local personnel throughout the

greater importance.

African Continent.

For low yield wells and/or monitoring wells,
Well depth is important because casing and

longitudinal slots might be acceptable to some.

wtpi@icon.co.za

www.wtpi.co.za
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However, longitudinal slots are highly prone to
clogging which is a major limitation with respect
to eﬃciency and productivity.
Clogging in longitudinal slots comes about
because the parallel sides of the slot tend to trap
and retain sediment particles. is problem
becomes more pronounced in thicker walled
pipe. Summar y PVC pipe is a low-cost
alternative well casing and screen material that is
appropriate in some instances/applications
under speci c conditions.
However, for large-diameter water wells any cost
savings oﬀered by PVC are clearly oﬀset by its
limitations in tensile strength, collapse strength,
a n d h e at t o l e r a n c e .  e s e f a c t o r s a r e
troublesome for these wells and have the
potential to be serious structural de ciencies.
3.

Imperial Plastics LTD.

Borehole casing pipes and screen pipes are
manufactured from unplasticised polyvinyl
c h l o r i d e p o l y m e r ( U P VC ) w h i c h i s a
thermoplastic material.
e company manufactures the UPVC pipes at
the factory situated along Kafue Rd. Shimabala,
Lusaka, Zambia.
e company produces UPVC pressure pipes of
South African bureau of standards 966:12010.e casings are available from 100mm to
200mm and are designed to go up to depths of
150 meters depending on correct ground
conditions
e casing pipes are available with male – female
ash threading. Horizontal slots (screens) enable
laminar ow into the well reducing well entrance
losses. e threaded joint provides easy, perfect

Features and bene ts

surface reduces hydraulic friction and increases

Anti -corrosive, UPVC being is inert to

pump eﬃciency.

chemicals found in soil and water
Diﬀerent slot widths are available to satisfy the
e casing pipes are produced under strict

requirements of diﬀerent underground rock

control of pipe wall thickness and diameter; this

formations. We oﬀer this in 0.75mm, to 1.0mm

ensures thread uniformity and therefore

thickness the light and easy to handle casing pipes

reliability continuous ribs increase permeability

are economical to install and transport, hence the

by keeping gravel pack away from slot opening.

pipes are made to customers' requirements, in 6

Higher permeability reduces draw down and

meters, 4 meters and 3 meters.

results in saving in pumping energy. e smooth

and strong joins which allow removal and rejointing several times without causing any
damage to the thread pitch.
Meeting to din 4925 standards means that the
pipes are made to highest quality. e distinctive

Contributors’ Details
1.WTPI (Water Technology Plastic Industries)
Physical Address: 50 Kya Sands Road, Kya Sands, Johannesburg, South Africa
Call +27 11 708 3691 or +27 87 985 0652
www.wtpi.co.za

blue colour of the pipes is recognised as borehole
casings.
reading of the pipe ends is done professionally
on precision equipment by our exp er t
production team.
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2. Roscoe Moss Company
Los Angeles Oﬃce, 4360 Worth Street, Los Angeles, CA 90063 USA
Phone: +1 323 263 4111
3. Imperial Plastics LTD
Physical Address: Plot No. 456A Kafue Road, Shimabala, Lusaka, Zambia
Tel: +260 211 84 3290 | 84 5544
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Allflex introduces SenseTime, the next generation of
cow monitoring and intelligence
e All ex Group is pleased to announce the

system that allows farmers to use either ear tags

installation, easy upgrades, simple scalability, and

next generation of cow monitoring and

or neck tags, according to their preference. e

integration with herd management systems,

intelligence with the SenseTime solution.

cSense Flex (neck) tags are based on the SCR

SenseTime delivers value from the start, with

SenseTime combines SCR's market-leading cow

neck tags already in use on thousands of farms

long-term investment protection. For true

monitoring technology, proven for more than 10

worldwide, and the eSense Flex (ear) tags are the

operational exibility and peace-of-mind, mobile

years on over 5 million cows, with All ex's

newest and most advanced ear tags on the

access and oﬄine operation enable uninterrupted

livestock identi cation technology used on

market. Exceptionally lightweight and durable,

use from anywhere, at any time.

hundreds of millions of cows worldwide, for the

the ear tags are fast and simple to install, and are

most innovative s olution for livesto ck

designed speci cally for a high retention rate.

“Decades of leadership in animal identi cation

Intelligence. Unprecedented in its approach,

ey deliver a high return on investment, with

and heat and health monitoring in dairy cows

SenseTime oﬀers farmers a powerful, yet

cost-eﬀective ongoing use.

gives All ex deep insight into how to help farmers

SenseTime also oﬀers farmers business

business growth,” commented Dr. Stefan

exibility, with a choice of application plan

Weiskopf, CEO, All ex Group. “With the next-

gain ongoing productivity improvements and

exceptionally exible and simple-to-use tool for
more eﬃcient management and more productive
operations.

levels (Starter, Advanced, or Premium), a choice

generation SenseTime solution we're building on

of payment options (upfront or monthly

the experience gained from serving thousands of

intelligence

subscription), and compatibility with multiple

farmers worldwide, to give them a powerful,

SenseTime is a sophisticated, modular cow

user devices (PC, mobile phone, tablet, or

exible solution that meets their needs today, and

e next generation of cow monitoring and

monitoring solution that delivers data-driven,

dedicated SenseTime Panel) for accessing the

actionable information on the reproductive,

full range of functionality, features and reports.

long into the future.”

health, nutritional and wellbeing status of

All options can be expanded or changed to t

e SenseTime solution will be distributed in

individual cows and groups, for more productive

evolving needs.

selected countries starting immediately, with
worldwide availability to follow.

farm management and operations.
Highly exible, it is the rst cow monitoring
July - August 2017
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Artificial intelligence can help
fight deforestation
A new technique using arti cial intelligence to predict

Tracking the drivers of deforestation

only forecast average deforestation levels in DRC over

where deforestation is most likely to occur could help

To address the problem Maschler and other scientists

large swathes of land, said Maschler. "Now, we can say:

the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) preserve its

at the Washington-based WRI used a computer

'actually the corridor along the road between these two

shrinking rainforest and cut carbon emissions,

algorithm based on machine learning, a type of

villages is at risk," Maschler said by phone late on

researchers have said.

arti cial intelligence.

ursday.

Congo's rainforest, the world's second-largest aer the

e computer was fed inputs, including satellite

Where to focus eﬀorts

Amazon, is under pressure from farms, mines, logging

derived data, detailing how the landscape in a number

e analysis will allow conservation groups to better

and infrastructure development, scientists say.

of regions, accounting for almost a h of the country,

decide where to focus their eﬀorts and help the

had changed between 2000 and 2014. e programme

government shape its land use and climate change

Protecting forests is widely seen as one of the cheapest

was asked to use the information to analyse links

policy, said scientist Elizabeth Goldman who co-

and most eﬀective ways to reduce the emissions driving

between deforestation and the factors driving it, such

authored the research.

global warming. But conservation eﬀorts in DRC have

as proximity to roads or settlements, and to produce a

suﬀered from a lack of precise data on which areas of

detailed map forecasting future losses.

the country's vast territory are most at risk of losing

e DRC has pledged to restore three million hectares
(11,583 square miles) of forest to reduce carbon

their pristine vegetation, said omas Maschler, a

Overall the application predicted that woods covering

researcher at the World Resources Institute (WRI). "We

an area roughly the size of Luxembourg would be cut

emissions under the 2015 Paris Agreement, she said.

don't have ne-grain information on what is actually

down by 2025 - releasing 205 million metric tons of

But Goldman said the bene ts of doing that would be

happening on the ground," he told the omson

carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere.

outweighed by more than six times by simply cutting

Reuters Foundation.

predicted forest losses by 10 percent.
e study improved on earlier predictions that could

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Vertical Farming
By the year 2050, nearly 80% of the earth's

1. Reliable harvests

Low energy usage

population will reside in urban centers. Applying

Vertical Farm Systems growing cycles are

e use of high eﬃciency LED lighting

the most conservative estimates to current

consistent and reliable, allowing commercial

technology ensures minimum power usage for

demographic trends, the human population will

growers to con dently commit to delivery

maximum plant growth. Computer

increase by about 3 billion people during the

schedules and supply contracts. In a well-

management of photosynthetic wavelengths in

interim. An estimated 109 hectares of new land

managed Vertical Farm System there are no

harmony with phase of crop growth further

(about 20% more land than is represented by the

such thing as 'seasonal crops' and there are no

minimises energy use while ensuring optimised

country of Brazil) will be needed to grow enough

crop losses.

crop yields.

food to feed them, if traditional farming

Vertical Farm Systems are fully enclosed and

practices continue as they are practiced today. At

climate controlled, completely removing

Greatly reduced energy usage for climate control

present, throughout the world, over 80% of the

external environment factors such as disease,

is the direct result of not requiring sunlight inside

land that is suitable for raising crops is in use

pest or predator attacks. It also means our farms

the growing area which enables the use of high

(sources: FAO and NASA). Historically, some

are not dependent on fertile arable land and can

thermal eﬃciency buildings rather than poly

15% of that has been laid waste by poor

be established in any climatic region globally

greenhouses, and the vertical design of our

management practices. What can be done to

irrespective of seasonal daylight hours and

systems means that for the same growing area the

avoid this impending disaster?

extremes in temperature.

total air volume of a Vertical Farm Systems
building is around 88% less than the air volume of

Advantages of vertical farming

2. Minimum overheads

single level growing systems.

Minimum input – maximum output

Production overheads in Vertical Farm Systems

e potential for use of green energy and the

Vertical Farming is a revolutionary approach to

installations are commercially competitive and

elimination of fossil fuel powered tractors,

producing high quantities of nutritious and

predictable. In some cases pro tability of over

irrigation pumps and other horticultural

quality fresh food all year round, without relying

30% has been demonstrated even aer

equipment, Vertical Farm Systems can be

on skilled labour, favourable weather, high soil

deducting full amortisation of capital

structured as carbon emissions competitive.

fertility or high water usage.

equipment over a 10 year period.

e smart technology integrated into our

Minimum overheads and grow costs are

Low labour costs

systems oﬀers many advantages, including:

maintained through:

Vertical Farm Systems are fully automated
growing systems with automatic SMS text
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messaging for any faults. Manual labour is only

biologically active organic plant nutrients. e

range for each crop being grown. In warehouse

required on-site for planting, harvesting and

systems can produce market grade produce of

installations the addition of CO² is an optional

packaging of crops - and the required skill

several crops within just 21 days.

levels are very low.

addition that further increases crop growth and
yield rates.

5. Wide range of crops
Low water usage

Vertical Farm Systems has a wide range of crops

OPTIMUM NUTRIENT AND MINERAL
Quality

Being a totally closed growing system with

that are able to be grown in their systems. e

controlled transpiration losses, Vertical Farm

crop growth is controlled by a comprehensive

Essential for maximum plant growth and the

Systems use only around 10% of the water

computer database that manages and maintains

nutritional wellbeing of consumers, Vertical

required for traditional open eld farming and

the optimum growing conditions for each

Farm Systems use specially formulated and

around 20% less than conventional

speci c crop variety being grown.

biologically active nutrients in all the crop

hydroponics. Water from transpiration is

Examples of Suitable crops include:

harvested and re-used and spent nutrient water
is also processed for re-use.

·

cycles. Levels of nutrition available to the plants

Baby Spinach

is constantly managed and adjusted to optimum

·

Baby Rocket

levels relative to the growth stage of each crop.

·

Loose leaf Lettuce

Reduced washing & processing

·

Endives

roughout a crop cycle, Vertical Farm Systems

Vertical Farm Systems growing environments

·

Tatsoi

provide up to 82 organic minerals and enzymes to

·

Basil

are tted with strong bio-security procedures to

ensure healthy plant growth and promote

eliminate pest and disease attacks. Total

VFS has an ongoing program of database

maximum uptake of minerals essential for

elimination of the need for foliar sprays,

development for new crop varieties. Additional

maximum nutrition and

pesticides and herbicides in cropping systems

crops are being progressively developed and

product.

results in produce that does not require holding

added to the database, based on speci c requests

avour of the end

times or expensive and product damaging

from clients and these are uploaded to existing

Optimum water quality

washing or post-harvest processing.

machines already in operation as part of the

All fresh water into Vertical Farm System

customer support program.

installations has particulate, uoride and heavy
metal contaminants removed and is sterilised

Reduced transport costs
Vertical Farm Systems can be established in any

6. Fully integrated technology

geographic location with suitable power and

Pro tability in commercial horticulture

water supplies. Strategic positioning of facilities

requires the ability to cost-eﬀectively and

before entering the system.
Optimum light quality

close to the point of sale or in distribution hubs

consistently provide plants with optimum

High-intensity low-energy LED lighting has

dramatically decreases the time from harvest to

growing conditions from germination through

been speci cally developed and are used for

consumer and also reduces costs for

to harvest. Vertical Farm Systems monitors and

maximum growth rates, high reliability and

refrigerated storage and transport.

controls the levels of air, water and nutrition to

cost-eﬀective operation.

provide optimum growing requirements with a

e duration and intensity of the speci c parts of

3. Increased growing area

fully integrated computer management system.

the light spectrum that plants use during diﬀerent

Optimum air quality

into the computer management system. is

stages of their growth is carefully programmed

For the same oor area, Vertical Farm Systems
multi-level design provides nearly 8 times more
growing area than single level hydroponic or

Temperature and humidity levels are closely

ground-breaking technology has dramatic eﬀects

greenhouse systems. is compact design

monitored and maintained in an optimum

on plant growth rates and yields.

enables cost-eﬀective farming installations in
industrial estates, urban warehouses and other
l ow c o s t a n d t y pi c a l l y u n d e r- ut i l i s e d
environments not previously associated with
high-quality high-margin agricultural activities.
4. Maximum crop yield
Irrespective of external conditions, Vertical
Farm Systems can reliably provide more crop
rotations per year than open eld agriculture and
other farming practices.
Crop cycles are also faster due to the systems'
controlled temperature, humidity, daylight
hours optimisation and the use of bioponic
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Robot automatically combats weeds
A robot automatically identi es weeds in a eld

automatically identi ed in the various crops and

using the funding from the Ministry to buy the

and combats them with a short laser pulse.

combatted in a targeted way. “e robot shoots

parts needed to construct a prototype.

Sustainable agriculture, which avoids the use of

the leaves of the unwanted plants with short

herbicides as far as possible, could bene t from

laser pulses, which causes a weakening in their

Diverse support from the University of Bonn

this smart idea. Dr. Julio Pastrana and Tim

vitality,” reports Dr. Pastrana. “It is thus

Prof. Stachniss is supporting the start-up in

Wigbels from the Institute of Geodesy and

predicted that we will no longer need to use

various ways: Pastrana and Wigbels can thus use

Geoinformation at the University of Bonn are

herbicides on our elds and the environment

laboratories at the institution and consult with

convinced of this. With an EXIST Business Start-

will be protected,” adds Wigbels.

up Grant from the Federal Ministry for

colleagues there. What's more, Rüdiger Wolf from
Technology Transfer at the University of Bonn

Economic Aﬀairs and Energy, the scientists are

Before forming the start-up, Dr. Pastrana

helped the start-up to submit the application for

now driving forward the development of this

worked in robotics and researched automated

the EXIST funding. “e advice was very helpful,”

practical tool for eld work.

image interpretation techniques with Prof.

says Dr. Pastrana, delighted. Both scientists would

Cyrill Stachniss from the Institute of Geodesy

also like to participate in the start-up round tables

and Geoinformation at the University of Bonn.

organized by Technology Transfer in order to

ose who want a rich harvest need to drive back
weeds so that the crops can grow better. In

Dr. Pastrana completed his doctorate on the

bene t from the experience of other start-ups.

organic agriculture, herbicides are ruled out as

detection and classi cation of weeds with the

e EXIST grant also enables them to attend

they are considered toxic chemicals, and

aid of statistical models at Leibniz Universität

training programs to prepare them for the

unwanted plants must be laboriously weeded

Hannover and built an earlier version of the

challenges of independence.

out. If the expectations of Dr. Julio Pastrana and

robot there with a colleague. Wigbels studied

Tim Wigbels are correct, this time-consuming

Computer Engineering at RWTH Aachen

work can soon be taken care of by robots.

University and then worked in soware

current sustainability topic,” says transfer advisor

Laser-based weed control can eliminate

development within a company.

Rüdiger Wolf. He says the analyses of the market

e researchers are now pushing forward their

sound. Pastrana is convinced of the bene ts of the

start-up "Escarda Technologies" for one year at

laser-based technique for new agricultural

herbicides
e computer scientists in the Photogrammetry

“e idea combines innovative robots with a

and competition for such an application are

Laboratory at the Institute for Geodesy and

the University of Bonn with an EXIST grant

machinery: “Our aim is to contribute to achieving

Geoinformation at the University of Bonn are

from the Federal Ministry for Economic Aﬀairs

more sustainable agriculture.” At the Bonn Idea

currently developing a novel system: using

and Energy. “It is now a case of nding investors

Exchange by the Bonn/Rhein-Sieg Chamber of

cameras on an all-terrain robot vehicle or even a

and further developing the business plan for the

Commerce and Industry, both founders won an

tractor add-on, unwanted wild weeds should be

start-up,” says Wigbels. e researchers are also

award for the best start-up idea.
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Automated
Weather Stations
Weather stations are used for measuring and

daily, this in turn aids decision making on farms.

include identifying historical weather patterns.
Identifying historical weather patterns is crucial

recording climate. Climate data and weather
patterns play a huge role in modern day farming.

Good decision making in the agricultural

in deciding which crops to plant in speci c areas.

Weather stations are mostly used for agricultural

industry prevents situations that could have

A record of climatic data also aids the current

applications to measure and record temperature,

been easily managed with the right

requirement for certi ed farming. Farms have to

relative humidity, rainfall, wind speed, leaf

environmental information at hand. Planning

provide proof why certain crop spraying decisions

Many weather

for storms is one of these situations, losing

were made, and if those decisions were taken in a

stations and models are available, but few

livestock or machinery can easily be avoided if

responsible way. Knowing and understanding the

weather stations or models oﬀer solutions or

you know what weather is to be expected and

environment and the changes that occurred over

wetness and wind direction.

calculations that are needed in modern day

iLeaf weather stations are the correct tool to do

the past 10 or 20 years can lead to the success or

precision farming.

this. Having an early warning system also

failure of your planned crop. In modern day

improves the safety of your workforce and

farming, planning your crops have become

Hortec oﬀers such a solution through its

property.

increasingly important, knowing how many cold
units a speci c cultivar or crop needs, the amount

automated weather stations and accompanying
soware. iLeaf soware enables users to access

e prevention of growth of pathogens is

of water the planned crop needs and knowing the

the data directly on an hourly basis.

another important factor to consider. ese

diseases and infections the crop or plantation is

iLeaf works with modern and robust technology

outbreaks can be managed by spraying

susceptible to. Successful farmers around the

with hardware that is durable and eﬀective in all

eﬀectively; early detection works as one of the

globe have deployed this tactic over the past

weather conditions. e station transmits data

best tools when managing infections. e iLeaf

decade to plan their next crop and have had great

through GPRS signal to a cloud based server

weather system also advises farmers on when

success with this strategy.

where the data is stored and accessed through the

the perfect time of day is to spray.

web through any mobile device. is enables the

e current water situation in the southern

iLeaf Weather systems have many advantages and

user to have real-time access to weather data and

hemisphere has led to more and more droughts

can greatly improve your knowledge of the

up to date hourly weather forecasting. Web

and planning your water usage and irrigation

environment, this leads directly to improved crop
yields and can nancially bene t the farmer.

access can be gained through any device such as a

needs has become very important. iLeaf

desktop computer, smart phone or tablet.

calculates evapotranspiration thus enabling the
user to know the exact water loss above ground,

For more information please visit www.ileaf.co.za

When investing in a weather station the bene ts

determine the volume that is needed to top up,

to unlock the potential of your crops.

are vast. Local weather conditions vary from

and to plan ahead for water requirements. iLeaf

generic forecasting models that use satellite

weather station systems accurately indicate how

By Albert de Vries

imaging to predict and calculate downpour as

many millimeters of rainfall the speci c

Hortec (Pty) LTD

well as barometric pressure. Your personal

position of your weather station had.

and accurate weather forecast updated twice
www.farmersreviewafrica.com

albert@hortec.co.za
www.hortec.co.za

weather station enables you to have dependable
Long term bene ts of the iLeaf weather system
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John Godson Pilgrim Ranch

Pilgrim Ranch- The Production House
Pilgrim Ranch Nigeria (a subsidiar y of

poultry, cattle, grass cutters etc)

the physical environment and the animal's genetic

e livestock industry is an economic enterprise

the survival of both animal and plant species

and can also be considered as a "survival

within a given ecosystem.

make-up that determines productivity and even

Afrpoland Projects Ltd- www.afropoland.com)
is a 608 hectare integrated allied farm based in
Alli Imenyi, Isuochi, Abia State, Nigeria.

enterprise" in tropical Africa. Among the
e Founder and CEO of Pilgrim Ranch Nigeria

multiple roles of the livestock industry, food

Pilgrim Ranch has the best meat goat breeds in the

is Hon. John Abraham Godson. Hon. Godson is

production and gainful employment are the

market- the Boer goats (which weighs up to

the rst black member of the Polish Parliament

most important. Over 12 million people in West

170kg) and the Kalahari Reds (which weighs up

in Polish history (2010-2015).

Africa, of whom over 3 million are in Nigeria,

115kg). In comparison local goats in Nigeria

depend primarily on livestock for their survival,

weigh up to 35-45kg. ey supply high quality

Pilgrim Farm focuses on Livestock production

while over 70 million people in the same region

breeding stock to breeders and goats to abattoirs

(Goats, Pig, sheep, poultry, cattle, grass cutters

depend on livestock and livestock-related

and consumers.

etc), Crop production (Arable crops, fruit

enterprises for their livelihood.
Pilgrim Ranch oﬀers mating services for goats

orchard and vegetables), Food processing,
Recreation and agro-tourism and other allied

Because of its economic and social signi cance,

with our stud Boer bucks- King George and

industries (organic fertiliser production etc)

the livestock enterprise must be considered or

Prince William.

Livestock Production (Goats, Pig, sheep,

and productivity. It is the interaction between

viewed holistically: the animal, its environment,

July - August 2017
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Pork producers are committed to making sure
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their animals are treated humanely. Not only is

Food processing

that the right thing to do, but anything less would

Quality standards are usually related to

be self-defeating. Consumers also are concerned

improving the safety of food products suitable

about the treatment of swine during production

for consumption in accordance to speci cations

and desire accurate information on pork

by food regulatory bodies. ese standards are

production.e pigs are of good quality pigs

essential elements for local and international

reared in a humane husbandry system as well.

businesses which contribute to economic

Crop Production (Arable crops, fruit orchard

trade.

progress through industrial development and
and vegetables)
In Nigeria, enormous quantities of fruits and

Consultancy

vegetables are produced and staggering gures

Are you an aspiring farmer? Are you an

are sometimes given as estimated annual

established farmer who wants to move your

production.

practice to the next level? Do you want to learn

Fruits and vegetables play a very important role

earn more from your farming? If "Yes" Pilgrim

how to maximize your available resources to
in the nutrition and health especially as they

Ranch oﬀers individual and group training

contain substances which regulate or stimulate

programs. e consultancy services and

digestion, act as laxatives or diuretics, pectins

training programs cover all the areas of Pilgrim

and phenoic compounds which play a part in

Ranch activity.

regulating the pH of the intestines.
Corporate Social Responsibility
Fruits and vegetables also contribute to the

Corporate Social Responsibility or Community

income of both the rural and urban dweller. e

involvement has been at the heart of all the

industrial potential of many fruits and vegetables

projects founded by Hon. John Godson. He has

available in Nigeria is enormous.

through his 4 foundations aﬀected the lives of

Fruits and vegetable production in Nigeria is a

several people- prominent among which is his

serious business because it provides a means of

annual scholarships given to intelligent students

livelihood for some people and also play an

from indigent homes. About 120 students have

important role in the improvement of the health

received such scholarships so far.

of Nigerians.

Pilgrim Ranch singlehandedly (without
government help) constructed a 4km new

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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access road in the Alli Imenyi community.
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Livestock

Four key steps in treating cattle
Beef producers deal with infectious
conditions throughout the year. Challenges
such as respiratory disease, scours, foot-rot
and pinkeye keep you hopping with
preventive tactics. When that fails, it's time
to pull the sick ones and treat them.
If you have calves hitting the ground this
spring, scours will be the next big health
challenge. e people responsible for
nding and treating sick cattle at your place
probably have varying skill and experience
levels.
Regardless of the disease or the caretaker's
experience, the keys to successful treatment
are the same:
·
Identify sick cattle early in the
disease process.
·
Correctly identify the disease and
causative agent.
·
Administer appropriate therapy.
July - August 2017

·

Monitor sick cattle to continue
therapy in a timely manner if
needed.

If you evaluate cattle for illness, you are
either consciously or subconsciously
picking out signs of a disease. ese signs
make up your “case de nition.”
Writing down a case de nition for a disease
is a way of teaching others with less
experience. If the de nition accurately
represents your criteria for selecting sick
cattle, then it is also valuable for “adjusting
your dial” if the results suggest you are
treating too many cattle or getting to them
too late.
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Wacker Neuson hosts farmer's day following
successful exhibition at Nampo 2017
Following yet another successful exhibition at

wheel loaders, mini-excavators and telehandlers

customer's doorstep. Vietze aﬃrms that they are

Namp o, light equipment and C ompact

were put through their paces to show their

able to host a live demo at any farm with any

Equipment specialist, Wacker Neuson South

capabilities in taking care of a wide range of

Wacker Neuson equipment that the farmer would

Africa, recently hosted a farmer's day in

applications in and around the farm, from

like to view.

Hartswater in collaboration with their dealer,

general material handling functions such as

Hooiland. Low operational and input costs are

loading and stacking to bush clearing and

fundamental to farm sustainability and

trenching. Versatility is further augmented by

pro tability. Compact and robust in design, high

the array of quality-built Wacker Neuson

Hooiland, as our dealer presents tremendous
growth opportunities for our agricultural

in performance, and economical to operate,

attachments including augers for hole digging

Wacker Neuson's range of agricu ltural machines

and pallet forks for bale stacking, giving one

are up for the task.

machine the ability to perform the task of many.

“Having agricultural equipment distributor,

oﬀering. Hooiland enables us to widen our

Farmers also had the opportunity to see Wacker

agricultural footprint and to get closer to our

“e farmer's day presented us with the

Neuson's high quality range of dewatering

customers not only with our quality products but

opportunity to demonstrate the all-round

submersible and trash pumps in action.

versatility and eﬃcienc y of our robust
agricultural machines to over 200 farmers,” says

Underlining Wacker Neuson's renowned

Dennis Vietze, Managing Director, Wacker

commitment to service excellence, the company

Neuson, Sub-Saharan Africa. Wacker Neuson

conveniently takes its products right to the

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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also with quality parts and service, ensuring longterm partnerships in the farming industry,”
concludes Vietze.
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Zambian President, Edgar Lungu,
meet KSB Zambia's Alf Jacobsen on the KSB stand

Reaching out to Africa's farmers
e Zambian agricultural industry was le in no

specially visited the stand to discuss their own

Baumgarten, regional sales manager, Dave Jones,

doubt of KSB's commitment following the

unique requirements. Existing and interested

southern Africa sales manager, Andreas Gremels

successful Agritech Expo Zambia 2017, in which

dealers were also keen to discuss the market's

and country manager for Zambia and Botswana,

KSB featured prominently with an array of

requirements and expressed their eagerness to

Clinton Knott. is clearly displayed the level of

innovative solutions presented by a high-level

work hand-in-hand with KSB Zambia.

support that they can expect in future.

technical team from throughout southern
Africa.

Mission accomplished

“ere was a lot of excitement and it was
heartening that the community came to us and

e prominent KSB stand also attracted the

According to Alf, this was the rst show of its

expressed their happiness that KSB has a

attention of Zambian President, Edgar Lungu,

type that KSB Zambia exhibited at and it met all

permanent presence. We also had the opportunity

who visited the stand and con ded his desire to

the company's objectives. “Our internal team of

to meet with other types of farmers for solutions

take up farming aer his retirement. He also

Fanus Terblans, Basil Hillier and Moses Shebele

to deal with things like pig manure, feathers and a

assured KSB Zambia managing director, Alf

were able to share ideas with farmers and were

host of other challenging requirements that we are
eager to get involved with.”

Jacobsen, that when he did take up farming that

delighted to see that many of the irrigation

he had earmarked KSB as a preferred supplier.

companies displayed KSB solutions as well.

In addition to the President, the stand proved to

Locals were equally impressed by the high-level

Growing stronger
e show also gave the visiting KSB delegates the

be a major drawcard for commercial and smaller

delegation manning the stand, which included

chance to reaﬃrm relationships with dealers and

scale farmers from across the region who

KSB Pumps and Valves managing director, Sven

customers and allowed Sven to experience a show
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in the heart of Africa including some more rural
areas.
“We even got lost on the way back to the airport
and as a result Sven got to drive on some lesser
used roads that are not usually travelled by
tourists and visitors. We also got to stay in some
pretty rural accommodation with some of the
team staying in small wooden chalets while
others made themselves at home in tents,” says
Dave.
He concludes that the show revealed that there is
a lot of potential in the market with great
potential for growth. In addition, it raised the
challenge for us to tailor more solutions for
Zambia's unique market including solar
powered pump solutions and other customized
solutions. “We are happy to rise to the challenge

KSB Zambia staﬀ manning the stand Agritech Expo Zambia 2017 are (front) Fanus Terblans, Basil Hillier,
Alf Jacobsen, David Jones and Sven Baumgarten. Back: Andreas Gremels, Clinton Knott and Moses
Shebele

and establish ourselves as the defacto pump and
valve solution providers in Zambia.”

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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<<p23
you make on the lender. is is a

don't have a good credit history, you may have to

Always think about a “Plan B” ink about your

subjective judgment on the part of the

prove yourself for a few years, then return with

risks and how you will address them before they

lender as to whether you and your

another proposal.

occur.

All lenders expect to be paid back. ey want to

Your Loan Is Denied – Now What?

business idea will succeed. ey will
look at your quali cations, experience

§

§

and management skills, as well as your

know that the business they lend to will generate

If your loan application is turned down by a

personal credit. e better you are

enough cash to pay back the loan and make

lender, the law requires that the lender tell you, in

prepared before you meet with a

additional money (for paying their costs of

writing, the speci c reasons for the denial. You

lender, the better your chances of

operation and for pro t). No lender will loan

may be denied because one of your “Five C' s” is

making a good impression on the

you all of the money you need for a project; they

weak , you have poor credit, or simply that the

lender with regard to character.

expect you to be risking some money as well.

nancial institution isn't familiar with the type of

Collateral are the assets you own that

agricultural business in which you are interested.

the lender uses as a backup to recover

Lenders will take the information that you give

funds if you happen to default on the

them, study it, and make a decision as to

Don't lose heart .Each time you bring your plan or

loan. ink about the assets that you

whether or not they want to take a chance on

proposal to a lender,you gain experience

will put up as collateral. Is the

you. ey will need to have their names on more

If your loan is turned down because of a poor

liquidation value of these assets

collateral than just the asset that you buy with

credit report, you may request a free copy of the

suﬃcient to pay back the lender in case

the borrowed money. is gives them some

likely, a rst loan might be used for livestock or

of default?

security that their money will be recovered if

report from the credit report company. Check it

Conditions surrounding the intended

you default on the loan. As a rule of thumb, they

for accuracy and completeness as you have the

purpose of the loan. How risky is your

need to have about 150% worth of collateral for

right to dispute any errors. If you have a poor

farm enterprise? What are the current

each 100% that they loan. is is how they can be

credit history, start repaying outstanding balances

economic trends of the farm's

reasonably assured of getting the 100% auction

on time to re-establish an acceptable record and

commodity and/or markets? Do they

for that piece of now-used equipment even if it'

then try to apply for a loan again

make your future success more or less

s raining on auction day. Most lenders will also

likely? Able to speak the language of

want to see that you have at least $110 available

If you are still unable to get credit, you can try get a

nance. So it is important that your

to repay $100 of principal and interest, above

loan with other lender as diﬀerent lenders have a

proposal or business plan include

and beyond all other operating expenses and

slightly diﬀerent qualifying standards .Or you

basic

family living expenses.

might consider asking afriend or relative with an

nancial statements like a

B a l a n c e S h e e t ( o r Ne t Wo r t h

established credit history with an established

Statement), Operating Statement (or

Your First Agricultural Loan

Pro t and Loss), and Cash Flow

In today's world, it is unusual for a lender to

credit history to act as a co-signer for you.

Statement. Most lenders will also want

make a rst loan to person looking to buy a farm.

Some farmers with whom I have worked have

to see income tax returns from

More likely, a

taken several years to get the loan they want for

previous years.

rst loan might be used for

livestock equipment, but probably not for a

their farm. Don't lose heart. Each time you bring

brand new herd/ ock or your rst piece of farm

your plan or proposal to a lender, you gain

What Do Lenders Look For?

equipment as these may be too risky. Most

experience.

Above all, lenders think about risk. Are you a

lenders expect to see you make the

rst

good risk for their money? Should they invest in

investment. en, aer a couple of years of

Sometimes it is a good idea to go to a lender to just,

you? Most lenders have a goal of making a pro t

managing the business, you might be able to

get information, not money. I have seen this work

for their shareholders. All lenders have a primary

borrow or expand.

with farmers on rented farms, who want to buy a

Or aer successfully operating equipment for a

of lenders, and nally, aer a number of denials,

measure the amount of risk you pose. Higher risk

few years, you may be able to borrow to get

they got the money to buy a farm.

may mean that you need to oﬀer more collateral,

additional equipment or a newer tractor.

goal of getting their money back, with interest.
To ensure these goals are met, lenders will

farm. ey worked for several years with a couple

pay a higher interest rate, or that you will not be
able to receive the loan. How is your credit

So getting that rst agricultural loan can be a
Start up businesses are very risky. It only takes

challenge. It may even seem like more than

history? Are you up-to-date on payments, loans,

animal to end up a cull few hours for a top-notch

farming is. But if you think your farm as a business

credit cards, and taxes? If not, you

equipment can turn into spare parts aer just a

and prepare before you meet with a leader, you

little poor maintenance unmarketable due to

will have a better chance of long term success on

damage caused by a mis- identi ed insect.

the farm.

Are not a very good risk. If for some reason you
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